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centers and corridors. The context describes the land subdivision

characteristics include the type and size of buildings, the relationship

pattern, intensity, form, and character of the public street networks

of buildings to each other and to streets and other infrastructure,

within which the development occurs. The context terms used in

as well as land uses. Development types are organized into four

this element are Urban Core and Urban Edge.

categories:
•

Neighborhoods

•

Activity Centers & Corridors

•

Industrial, Transportation, & Utility Centers

Urban Core is the most formal and regular

•

Special Areas

development pattern, usually rectilinear with a

URBAN CORE

grid of interconnected streets. Lots are small
Each development type description includes a listing of primary,

and regular, and blocks are usually equally sized

secondary, and/or tertiary building and land use types. These terms

within a district. The majority of Columbia’s

describe the overall contribution of building or land area dedicated

urban blocks are 450 feet in width and depth,

to uses within a development type. The Building/Land Use Types

with narrower blocks found in the first ring of

Critical Component provides a full glossary for these uses.

neighborhoods. Sidewalks are appropriate on

•

both sides of the street.

Primary building/land use types are the defining use types for

Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

share similar characteristics of their function and form. These

|

Context terms are used with neighborhoods as well as activity

LAND USE

Development types are places in the built environment that

the development and contribute to the majority of the character.
•

Secondary building/land use types should be complementary
and supporting of the primary building/land use types.

•

URBAN EDGE

Tertiary building/land use types should be complementary and

Urban edge is a looser, less regular

supportive of both the primary and secondary building/land use

development pattern, usually curvilinear with

types.

fewer intersecting streets than the core form.
Lots are small to medium sized and blocks vary

Each development type is named with a series of descriptive terms

in size and shape. The layout and block pattern

that describe context and scale. This naming system is intended to

varies more from one subdivision to another, as

add clarity to the definitions and consistency where similar themes

these areas have been built off the former county road network on

are shared between development types.

an individual basis. Sidewalks are often found along major collectors
but may only be found on one side of the street on local roads.
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LAND USE

Scale terms are primarily used with activity centers and corridors to
describe the total size and service area of these developments.

|

REGIONAL SCALE

Neighborhood scale is the smallest-scale

Regional scale is the largest scale development

development type. These areas are limited

type. These areas are very flexible in their

to small footprint buildings of less than 5,000

composition and usually contain a range of

square feet, smaller lots typically the same

building types from small footprint buildings

size and depth as the surrounding residential
lots, and are built in limited clusters of three

to extra-large format buildings (in excess of

to five buildings. Neighborhood scale indicates uses that serve

100,000 feet). There are a limited number of
regional centers within the City, and they draw patrons from a radius

the immediate neighborhood and are likely the most pedestrian-

of 20 miles or more. With the concentration of uses, scale, and size,

oriented of the activity centers and corridors.

these areas must provide adequate parking facilities for patrons, as
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NEIGHBORHOOD SCALE

well as pedestrian features to allow for safe foot traffic in and around
the sites.
COMMUNITY SCALE
Community scale is the mid-scale development
type. These areas are more flexible than
neighborhood scale centers or corridors, and
may have a mix of small footprint buildings
(less than 5,000 square feet) to large format
buildings and uses (up to 40,000 square feet).
They typically have a service radius of five miles and provide many
of the retail and service uses for a portion of the city. Groceries,
pharmacies, specialty retail, and restaurants are common uses in
community scale centers and corridors. As destinations for larger
areas, community scale center and corridor development types need
to include adequate parking facilities for patrons.
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In pursuit of the vision for our neighborhoods, the City recognizes
that:
1.

Changes and reinvestment will take time and are strongly
influenced by current market conditions.

each neighborhood has its own unique architectural character

2.

Success will be the result of public and private partnerships.

and community associated with it. The key theme of almost all

3.

Land use development strategies and regulations that focus on

neighborhoods is that they were subdivided and developed with

infill and reinvestment for our established neighborhoods must

a cohesive pattern and housing type. The densities, building sizes,

promote development that is compatible with existing character

streets, sidewalks, and architectural character are relatively consistent

and function of the neighborhoods, while implementing

within a neighborhood. These areas are recognized for their

cutting-edge technology and design.

established and existing character and role in the urban fabric as

4.

Historic and established neighborhoods have positive qualities

the places where we live. In order to maintain community character

worth protecting and emulating, including preservation and

and vibrancy, development in established neighborhoods is limited

restoration of historic buildings.

to infill and redevelopment. New neighborhoods of higher intensity

5.

are recommended for transitional areas adjacent to major corridors

The region is anticipated to continue to grow. A significant
portion of that growth is expected to occur in the City, requiring

as locations to increase residential population and support more
neighborhood businesses.

Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

They represent residential development from many eras, and

|

Neighborhoods are the primary residential areas within the City.

LAND USE

NEIGHBORHOODS

intensification of housing in targeted areas of the City.
6.

Green space, trees, and access to parks and recreation are
important in all of our neighborhoods

NEIGHBORHOOD VISION
The City of Columbia will have well connected neighborhoods that
contribute to a high quality of life for residents. The neighborhoods
will exhibit unique architectural character relative to the period
in which they were established, while reflecting the best of
contemporary design. They will exude pride in the community
through well maintained homes and yards. New higher intensity
neighborhoods will emerge near activity centers and corridors and
provide much needed critical mass to support vibrant neighborhood
activity districts and provide housing variety. Parks, green spaces,
urban tree cover, and access to waterways will help connect our
neighborhoods to nature and each other.

NEIGHBORHOOD DEVELOPMENT TYPES
•

Urban Core Mixed Residential Type 1 (UCMR-1)

•

Urban Core Mixed Residential Type 2 (UCMR-2)

•

Urban Core Mixed Residential Type 3 (UCMR-3)

•

Urban Edge Mixed Residential (UEMR)

•

Urban Core Multi-family (UCMF)

•

Urban Edge Multi-family (UEMF)

•

Urban Core Residential Small Lot (UCR-1)

•

Urban Core Residential Large Lot (UCR-2)

•

Urban Edge Residential Small Lot (UER-1)

•

Urban Edge Residential Large Lot (UER-2)
376
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LAND USE

URBAN CORE MIXED RESIDENTIAL TYPE 1
(UCMR-1)

|

Urban Core Mixed Residential Type 1 neighborhoods are appropriate
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P

in the central city and near major corridors throughout Columbia.

CHURCH

This development type may represent existing and historic
MINOR ARTERIAL

neighborhoods, or a vision for intensification of transitional areas

LINEAR PARK

between lower density neighborhoods and higher activity corridors
and centers. Traditional and contemporary architectural styles have

P

a place in Urban Core Mixed Residential neighborhoods but scale is

P

always important. Urban Core Mixed Residential Type 1 will usually
PRINCIPAL ARTERIAL

transition to Urban Core mixed Residential Type 2 as development

P

T

moves further from main arterials and activity centers.
P

P

P

LOCAL THROUGH STREET

P parking

T transit

UCMR-1 BUILDING TYPES/LAND USES
PRIMARY TYPES

SECONDARY TYPES

TERTIARY TYPES

•

Single-family Attached

•

Single-family Detached

•

Civic/Institutional Small & Medium

•

Multi-family Medium

•

Two-family

•

Business/Employment Small &

•

Multi-family Mixed-use Small &

•

Three-family

Medium

•

Multi-family Small & Large

Medium (excl. Flex)
•

Parking Structures & Lots

See matrix for appropriate park/open space types.
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LAND USE

UCMR-1 DEVELOPMENT PATTERN/CONTEXT
Streets and rights-of-way are wide and typically straight with

|

•
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wide sidewalks and tree lawns found on both sides of the street
(preferred). An interconnected network of streets and small
blocks, typically in a rectilinear or grid pattern, form walkable,
pedestrian-oriented neighborhoods with sidewalks and on-street
parking.
•

Blocks are square or rectangular. Variations of smaller blocks
occur in outer neighborhoods. Alleys may be used to provide
midblock access to parking and service areas.

•

The subdivision of lots is regular within a block with small,
equally sized parcels, typically meeting mid-block. Multiple
smaller lots are consolidated to accommodate larger buildings.
Deeper lots are typically found along major roads.

•

Buildings are located close to the street with front doors or
entrances on the main façade, not oriented toward mid-block
parking lots. Lots may have only one narrow side yard with

•
•

•

Open spaces in the form of pocket parks, court yards, and

buildings set at the side or front property line. Larger buildings

plazas are important green space elements in a more densely

may have increased setbacks.

developed neighborhood.

Building types may be mixed on a block but setbacks are

•

Architecture will be medium scale with four to six story buildings

typically consistent.

being appropriate. Architecture may vary due to the range of

Buildings may or may not have dedicated parking areas - if

building types and configurations, but buildings typically have

parking is provided it is typically as a parking garage or surface

front entrances on the street, and may have front porches,

lot in the interior of the block.

stoops, and/or balconies.
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LAND USE

URBAN CORE MIXED RESIDENTIAL TYPE 2
(UCMR-2)

|

Urban Core Mixed Residential Type 2 neighborhoods are appropriate
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in the central city, inner ring areas, and a couple of blocks off of
major corridors throughout Columbia. This development type may
represent existing and historic neighborhoods, and is a development
form appropriate for medium to large scale redevelopment or infill
sites. Traditional and contemporary architectural styles have a
place in Urban Core Mixed Residential Type 2 neighborhoods, but

LOCAL THROUGH STREET

scale is always important. Urban Core Mixed Residential Type 2
SCHOOL

neighborhoods have smaller-scale residential buildings, with singlefamily homes being a dominant use. Urban Core Mixed Residential

main arterials and activity centers.

MINOR ARTERIAL

1 to Urban Core Residential as development moves further from

MINOR ARTERIAL

Type 2 will usually transition from Urban Core Mixed Residential Type

P

P

CHURCH

P parking

T transit

UCMR-2 BUILDING TYPES/LAND USES
PRIMARY TYPES

SECONDARY TYPES

TERTIARY TYPES

•

Single-family Detached

•

•

Civic/Institutional Small

•

Single-family Attached

•

Business/Employment Small (excl.

•

Two-family

•

Three-family

Multi-family Small

Flex)

See matrix for appropriate park/open space types.
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LAND USE

UCMR-2 DEVELOPMENT PATTERN/CONTEXT
Streets and rights-of-way are wide and typically straight with

|

•
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wide sidewalks and tree lawns found on both sides of the street
(preferred). An interconnected network of streets and small
blocks, typically in a rectilinear or grid pattern, form walkable,
pedestrian-oriented neighborhoods with sidewalks and on-street
parking.
•

Blocks are square or rectangular and are commonly smaller than
the blocks in the urban core. Alleyways are not common but can
be used in redevelopment or infill.

•

The subdivision of lots is regular within a block with small,
equally sized parcels, typically meeting mid-block. Multiple
smaller lots are consolidated to accommodate larger buildings.
Deeper lots are typically found along major roads.

•

Buildings are set back from the street by small to medium front
yards with front doors or entrances located on the main facade.
Front yard setbacks are typically consistent along a block.

•
•
•

•

Open spaces in the form of neighborhood parks, linear parks,

Exceptions are for larger buildings like schools that occupy the

and greens are important open space elements in a more

majority of the block.

densely developed neighborhood.

Individual lots may have only one narrow side yard and have a

•

Architectural detailing is human scale, shares many

zero lot line setback from the front or side property lines.

characteristics and proportions with single-family architecture,

Building types may be mixed on a block but setbacks are

including frequent windows, front entrances, porches, stoops,

typically consistent and the scale of adjacent buildings is similar.

and/or balconies. The majority of buildings are two to three

Many lots have dedicated driveways and/or parking areas, such

stories.

as surface parking, driveways, or detached garages, located in
the interior of the block. On-street parking is also common.
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LAND USE

URBAN CORE MIXED RESIDENTIAL TYPE 3
(UCMR-3)

|

Urban Core Mixed Residential Type 3 neighborhoods are appropriate
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in the central city, inner ring areas, and a couple of blocks off of
major corridors throughout Columbia. This development type may
represent existing and historic neighborhoods, and is a development
form appropriate for small to medium scale redevelopment or
infill sites. Traditional and contemporary architectural styles have a
place in Urban Core Mixed Residential Type 3 neighborhoods, but

LOCAL THROUGH STREET

scale is always important. Urban Core Mixed Residential Type 3
neighborhoods have smaller-scale residential buildings, with single-

SCHOOL

family homes being a dominant use, as well as appropriately-scaled

neighborhood corridors. Urban Core Mixed Residential Type 3
neighborhoods generally decrease in intensity as development

MINOR ARTERIAL

of appropriately-scaled commercial uses should be limited to

P
MINOR ARTERIAL

mixed-use and neighborhood service amenities. The development

P

CHURCH

moves further from main arterials and activity centers.

P parking

T transit

UCMR-3 BUILDING TYPES/LAND USES
PRIMARY TYPES

SECONDARY TYPES

TERTIARY TYPES

•

Single-family Detached

•

Three-family

•

Multi-family Medium

•

Single-family Attached

•

Multi-family Small

•

Multi-family Mixed-use Small

•

Two-family

•

Civic/Institutional Small

•

Business/Employment Small (excl. Flex)

•

Cemeteries & Mausoleums

•

Parking Lots

See matrix for appropriate park/open space types.
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LAND USE

UCMR-3 DEVELOPMENT PATTERN/CONTEXT
Streets and rights-of-way are wide and typically straight with

|

•
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wide sidewalks and tree lawns found on both sides of the street
(preferred). An interconnected network of streets and small
blocks, typically in a rectilinear or grid pattern, form walkable,
pedestrian-oriented neighborhoods with sidewalks and on-street
parking.
•

Blocks are square or rectangular and are commonly smaller than
the blocks in the urban core. Alleyways are not common but can
be used in redevelopment or infill.

•

The subdivision of lots is regular within a block with small,
equally sized parcels, typically meeting mid-block. Multiple
smaller lots are consolidated to accommodate larger buildings.
Deeper lots are typically found along major roads.

•

Buildings are set back from the street by small to medium front
yards with front doors or entrances located on the main façade.
Front yard setbacks are typically consistent along a block.

•
•

•

Open spaces in the form of neighborhood parks, linear parks,

Exceptions are for larger buildings like schools that occupy the

and greens are important open space elements in a more

majority of the block.

densely developed neighborhood.

Building types may be mixed on a block but setbacks are

•

Architectural detailing is human scale, shares many

typically consistent and the scale of adjacent buildings is similar.

characteristics and proportions with single-family architecture,

Many lots have dedicated driveways and/or parking areas, such

including frequent windows, front entrances, porches, stoops,

as surface parking, driveways, or detached garages, located in

and/or balconies. The majority of buildings are two to three

the interior of the block. On-street parking is also common.

stories.
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LAND USE

URBAN EDGE MIXED RESIDENTIAL
(UEMR)

|

Urban Edge Mixed Residential neighborhoods are appropriate near

PRINCIPAL ARTERIAL

T

Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

the perimeter of the City or in the outer ring of neighborhoods.
This development type primarily represents existing post-1940s
subdivisions and the auto-oriented corridors associated with them.
The pattern is also suitable for small to medium infill development

pattern adjacent to other subdivisions or neighborhoods with a

C TO R

different subdivision street and block pattern. Urban Edge Mixed

COLLE

subdivisions or neighborhoods with a specific street and block

MINOR ARTERIAL

within these areas. It is primarily characterized by individual

P parking

types from detached single-family to multi-family complexes.

T transit

ROAD

Residential neighborhoods can accommodate a variety of housing

LOCAL THROUGH STREET

P parking

T transit

UEMR BUILDING TYPES/LAND USES
PRIMARY TYPES

SECONDARY TYPES

TERTIARY TYPES

•

•

Single-family Attached

•

Civic/Institutional Small

•

Two-family

•

Business/Employment Small (excl. Flex)

•

Three-family

•

Cemeteries & Mausoleums

•

Multi-family Small & Medium

Single-family Detached

See matrix for appropriate park/open space types.
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LAND USE

UEMR DEVELOPMENT PATTERN/CONTEXT
The street network is typically curvilinear with irregular block

|

•
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structure. It may have limited points of connections and
frequent use of culs-de-sac.
•

Streets vary in width from 30 foot rights-of-way to 60 foot rightsof-way. Sidewalks are not common in existing neighborhoods
but should be provided in redevelopment or new development.

•

Blocks vary by subdivision but may be similar to an urban block,
or be less defined and more organically shaped by the landscape
or former parent lot.

•

The subdivision pattern is typically very consistent in terms of
lot sizes. Lots themselves may vary from rectangular parcels
to wedge-shaped parcels consistent with the more curvilinear
street network and cul-de-sac lots.

•

Buildings are typically located near the center of the lot, with
somewhat equal front and back yards. Buildings often present
a wider façade to the street and attached garages and driveways
are common.

•

•

Building scale and design of groups of housing types should

•

Architectural details may vary within each subdivision depending

be complimentary to adjacent housing types in scale. Housing

on the mix of residential types and era of construction. Infill

types are typically developed in separate subdivisions (multi-

development should respect the existing horizontal and vertical

family, single-family, townhouses). Mixing of housing types

scaling as well as location and orientation of buildings on the

within a block is uncommon.

lots.

Open space should be provided throughout Urban Edge Mixed
Residential developments in an informal and passive manner
as well as through neighborhood recreation facilities and
clubhouses.
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LAND USE

URBAN CORE MULTI-FAMILY
(UCMF)

|

Urban Core Multi-family is primarily a single-use infill or

Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

redevelopment type consisting of multi-family subdivisions in the
core areas of the City. The development type is most common after
1990, and is characterized by the subdivision of partial or whole
blocks within core neighborhoods for redevelopment with multifamily buildings. The buildings in these developments should
AL

address the existing City streets and new streets should be designed
TE

RI

P

to continue the grid network found in the adjacent areas. They

OR

AR

may include shared community facilities like pools, clubhouses, and

M

IN

recreation centers.

P

P parking

T transit

UCMF BUILDING TYPES/LAND USES
PRIMARY TYPES

SECONDARY TYPES

TERTIARY TYPES

•

•

Single-family Attached

•

Civic/Institutional Small

•

Multi-family Mixed-use Small to

•

Business/Employment Small (excl. Flex)

High-rise

•

Parking Structures & Lots

Multi-family Small to High-rise

See matrix for appropriate park/open space types.

385

An interconnected network of streets and small blocks, typically
alleys, form walkable, pedestrian-oriented neighborhoods with
sidewalks and on-street parking.

•

Transit access in or at the perimeter of the development is
encouraged.

•

Buildings face the street and are located close to the street or lot
line.

•

Buildings may include interior courtyards.

•

Structures typically have dedicated parking areas in garages
adjacent to or underneath the building, in on-street parking, or
in parking lots.

•
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in a rectilinear or grid pattern with a secondary network of

|

•

LAND USE

UCMF DEVELOPMENT PATTERN/CONTEXT

06 |

Development Types

Open spaces may include small courtyards, clubhouses, pools,
tennis courts, and recreation areas on building roofs or within the
site.

•

Architectural styles may be varied, but buildings will typically
have vertical emphasis and front entrances on the street; front
porches, stoops, and/or balconies are common.
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LAND USE

URBAN EDGE MULTI-FAMILY
(UEMF)

|

Urban Edge Multi-family is primarily a single-use development type
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consisting of multi-family subdivisions in the outer areas of the City.
The development is most common after the 1960s and is also a
component in the Urban Edge Mixed Residential Development Type.
Urban Edge Multi-family developments are characterized by an
internal street network of loops and circles with significant surface
AL

parking. Often, these developments focus internally and include
TE

RI

P

shared community facilities like pools, clubhouses, and recreation

M

IN

OR

AR

centers.

P

P parking

T transit

UEMF BUILDING TYPES/LAND USES
PRIMARY TYPES

SECONDARY TYPES

TERTIARY TYPES

•

•

Single-family Attached

•

Civic/Institutional Small

•

Multi-family Mixed-use Small to

•

Business/Employment Small (excl. Flex)

High-rise

•

Parking Structures & Lots

Multi-family Small to High-rise

See matrix for appropriate park/open space types.

387

An interconnected network of streets and small blocks, typically
alleys, form walkable, pedestrian-oriented neighborhoods with
sidewalks and on-street parking.

•

Transit access in or at the perimeter of the development is
encouraged.

•

Buildings face the street and are located close to the street or lot
line.

•

Buildings may include interior courtyards.

•

Structures typically have dedicated parking areas in garages
adjacent to or underneath the building, in on-street parking, or
in parking lots.

•
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in a rectilinear or grid pattern with a secondary network of

|

•

LAND USE

UEMF DEVELOPMENT PATTERN/CONTEXT
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Open spaces may be in the form of retention lakes and
ponds. Clubhouses, pools, tennis courts, and recreation areas
may also be part of the open or park spaces in a multi-family
development.

•

Architectural styles may be varied, but buildings will typically
have vertical emphasis and front entrances on the street; front
porches, stoops, and/or balconies are common.
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LAND USE

URBAN CORE RESIDENTIAL SMALL LOT
(UCR-1)

|

Urban Core Residential Small Lot neighborhoods are common
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just outside the urban center; most were subdivided before 1950
and many continue the grid or street network from the original
planned portion of the City. This development type may represent
existing neighborhoods and is a development form appropriate for

LOCAL THROUGH STREET

medium to large-scale redevelopments or infill sites. Traditional
and contemporary architectural styles have a place in these
orientation of existing structures on the block should act as design
presets.

LOCAL THROUGH STREET
SCHOOL

P

MINOR ARTERIAL

MINOR ARTERIAL

neighborhoods. When infill development is designed, scale and

P
CHURCH

P parking

T transit

UCR-1 BUILDING TYPES/LAND USES
PRIMARY TYPES

SECONDARY TYPES

TERTIARY TYPES

•

•

Single-family Attached

•

Multi-family Small

•

Two-family

•

Civic/Institutional Small

•

Three-family

•

Business/Employment Small (excl. Flex)

•

Cemeteries & Mausoleums

Single-family Detached

See matrix for appropriate park/open space types.
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LAND USE

UCR-1 DEVELOPMENT PATTERN/CONTEXT
Streets and rights-of-way are wide and typically straight; they

|

•
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include sidewalks and tree lawns, preferably lining both sides of
the street. Local streets may be narrower than the principal and
minor arterial roads.
•

Transit may be found along principal and minor arterials or in
adjacent activity corridors or centers.

•

Blocks are square or rectangular and are commonly smaller than
the blocks in the urban center. Alleyways are not common but
can be used in redevelopment or infill to increase accessibility.

•

The subdivision of blocks is regular and results in equally sized
lots that average less than 8,700 square feet. Multiple smaller
lots are consolidated to accommodate larger buildings like
schools. Deeper lots may be found along major roads.

•

Buildings are set back from the street by small to medium front
yards with front doors or entrances located on the main façade.
Front yard setbacks are typically consistent along a block.

•

•

•

Open spaces for community gardens or informal passive

Exceptions are for larger buildings like schools that occupy the

neighborhood and community scale parks are important open

majority of a block.

space elements in a more densely developed neighborhood.

Individual lots may have only one narrow side yard and have a

•

Architecture is vernacular and detailing is human scale with

zero lot line setback from front or side property lines, however

frequent windows, front entrances, porches, stoops, and/or

buildings set in the center of the lot are also common.

balconies. Neighborhoods display era-specific architectural

Housing is primarily single family residential, and most buildings

styles which should be used as a reference for scale and massing

are of a similar size, height, and style within a block. Building

for any infill buildings.

sizes vary, but most are one to two stories in height with less than
2,000 square feet of livable space per unit.
•

Some lots have dedicated parking areas - in driveways, or
detached garages located in the interior of the block. On-street
parking is also common.
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LAND USE

URBAN CORE RESIDENTIAL LARGE LOT
(UCR-2)

|

This development type is common just outside the urban core,
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with most developments subdivided before 1950. As an urban

MINOR ARTERIAL
CHURCH

neighborhood, the street grid continues from the central city. This

PARK

development type primarily represents existing neighborhoods.

PARK

These areas will experience growth through infill and the

CO

redevelopment of larger areas.

MINOR ARTERIAL

development type can be applied through development or

C TO
TR
RS

GH

EET

HROU
LO C A L T

LLE

T

PRINCIPAL ARTERIAL

P parking

T transit

UCR-2 BUILDING TYPES/LAND USES
PRIMARY TYPES

TERTIARY TYPES

•

•

Single-family Attached

•

Two-family

•

Three-family

•

Multi-family Small

•

Civic/Institutional Small

•

Business/Employment Small (excl. Flex)

•

Cemeteries & Mausoleums

Single-family Detached

See matrix for appropriate park/open space types.
391

Streets are frequently curvilinear and create an interconnected
the Urban Core Mixed Residential neighborhoods built on the
primary city grid of streets; sidewalks and on-street parking are
less common but are encouraged in greenfield development
using this type.

•

Blocks are consistent in size within a neighborhood but display
some variation based on the natural topography and other
features, like streams or ponds, considered in the subdivision of
the land.

•

Subdivision of blocks results in a variety of lot shapes and sizes
with the average lot size exceeding 8,700 square feet.

•

Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

but irregular grid pattern. Street widths are narrower than in

|

•

LAND USE

UCR-2 DEVELOPMENT PATTERN/CONTEXT
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Buildings are situated in the center of the lot, but front yards are
typically shallower than rear yards. Buildings typically sit parallel
to the street.

•

Building sizes vary slightly within a block, but most are 1-2 stories
in height with more than 2,000 square feet of livable space.

•

Most homes have dedicated parking areas on driveways or in
side- or rear-loaded garages that may be attached or detached
to the house.

•

Open or green spaces are included in individual properties,
informal greens, or adjacent community scale parks.

•

Architectural detailing is slightly grander in scale than the smalllot residential neighborhoods and may contain examples of
signature or high architectural styles consistent with the era of
construction.
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LAND USE

URBAN EDGE RESIDENTIAL SMALL LOT
(UER-1)

|

Urban Edge Residential Small lot neighborhoods account for a

Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

significant portion of the City’s existing residential neighborhoods.

ERIAL
MINOR ART

This development type is appropriate as development on remaining
large lots or as redevelopment in the outer areas of Columbia. Most
of these developments are relatively modern and occurred after
1970. Urban Edge Residential Small Lot developments generally

LOCAL THROUGH

do not continue the grid and block pattern found in the urban core
neighborhoods, but do tend to have a consistently organized internal
street network with loops and interconnections. Culs-de-sac are
most prominent in this development type.

SCHOOL
PARK

P parking

T transit

UER-1 BUILDING TYPES/LAND USES
PRIMARY TYPES

TERTIARY TYPES

•

•

Single-family Attached

•

Two-family

•

Three-family

•

Multi-family Small

•

Civic/Institutional Small

•

Business/Employment Small (excl. Flex)

•

Cemeteries & Mausoleums

Single-family Detached

See matrix for appropriate park/open space types.
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The street network is typically curvilinear with irregular block
network. Street widths may be narrow or wide. Sidewalks may
or may not be present in existing neighborhoods but should be
provided in new developments. On-street parking is uncommon
in these neighborhoods when street widths are narrow.

•

Blocks are slightly irregular and may display a range of sizes and
shapes determined by the parent lot shape and the internal
street network.

•

Blocks are subdivided into regular sized lots ranging between
2,500 square feet and 10,000 square feet.

•

Buildings are typically set back from the street with deep front

Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

structure and limited points of connection to the main road

|

•

LAND USE

UER-1 DEVELOPMENT PATTERN/CONTEXT

06 |

Development Types

yards; buildings sit parallel to the street.
•

Building sizes vary slightly within a block, but most are one
to two stories in height with less than 2,000 square feet of
livable space. Exceptions in the number of stories would be for
neighborhoods with many split-level homes.

•

Most homes have dedicated parking areas in front or side yards.
Attached garages or carports are common.

•

Open or green spaces are included in individual properties,
retention or detention areas, or neighborhood parks. Passive
green spaces should be included in new developments.

•

Within a single development, building architecture, density,
scale, and design will typically be fairly consistent along with
front yard setbacks and driveway and garage arrangements.
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LAND USE

URBAN EDGE RESIDENTIAL LARGE LOT
(UER-2)

|

Urban Edge Residential Large Lot neighborhoods represent many

Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

of the older residential neighborhoods in the outer areas of the City.

PRIN CIPA L ART ERIA L

This development type is appropriate as development on remaining
large lots or as redevelopment in the outer areas of Columbia. Most

PARK

of the existing developments occurred after 1950. Urban Edge
Residential Large Lot developments generally do not continue the
grid and block pattern found in the urban neighborhoods, but do
tend to have a consistently organized internal street network with
loops and interconnections.
SCHOOL

P parking

T transit

UER-2 BUILDING TYPES/LAND USES
PRIMARY TYPES

TERTIARY TYPES

•

Single-family Detached

•

Single-family Attached

*Accessory dwelling units

•

Two-family

•

Three-family

•

Civic/Institutional Small

•

Business/Employment Small (excl. Flex)

•

Cemeteries & Mausoleums

See matrix for appropriate park/open space types.
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The street network is typically curvilinear with irregular block
network. Street widths may be narrow or wide. Sidewalks may
or may not be present in existing neighborhoods but should be
provided in new developments. On-street parking is uncommon
in these neighborhoods when street widths are narrow.

•

Blocks are slightly irregular and may display a range of sizes and
shapes determined by the parent lot shape and the internal
street network.

•

Blocks are subdivided into regular sized lots over 10,000 square
feet.

•

Buildings are typically set back from the street with deep front

Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

structure and limited points of connection to the main road

|

•

LAND USE

UER-2 DEVELOPMENT PATTERN/CONTEXT

06 |

Development Types

yards; buildings sit parallel to the street.
•

Building sizes vary slightly within a block, but most are one
to two stories in height with more than 2,000 square feet of
livable space. Exceptions in the number of stories would be for
neighborhoods with many split-level homes.

•

Most homes have dedicated parking areas in front or side yards.
Attached garages or carports are common.

•

Open or green spaces are included in individual properties,
retention or detention areas, or neighborhood parks. Passive
green spaces should be included in new developments.

•

Within a single development, building architecture, density,
scale, and design will typically be fairly consistent along with
front yard setbacks and driveway and garage arrangements.
Side loading garages may be more common in a large lot
neighborhood than in small lot neighborhoods.
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Activity centers and corridors should provide unique and attractive

the City. They are centers of commerce and entertainment, and are

destinations for residents of and visitors to Columbia. They should

destination from people within the City and throughout the region.

be balanced in their distribution throughout the City to provide

Neighborhood and community scale activity centers and corridors

convenient access for residents to services and amenities. They

are integrated into the pattern of the surrounding neighborhoods

should display a unique and high quality character and be

and are key to the connectivity of neighborhoods, while the scale of

compatible in scale and use with the targeted market. Local and

regional centers allows them to be major districts in themselves. The

national businesses should be accommodated within these districts.

nature of retail, service, and entertainment uses are more temporal
than their residential counterparts and the buildings and structures

In pursuit of the vision for our activity centers and corridors, the City

that house them are often built to suit the specific need of the user

recognizes that:

at the time. They are also very responsive to the demands of patrons

1.

Retail and service businesses and development follow market

and clientele. Activity centers and corridors are unique in their need

trends and demand, and will seek locations which meet their

to safely accommodate both pedestrian and automotive movement

business goals.

and parking.

2.

Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

Activity centers and corridors are the primary mixed-use districts in

|

ACTIVITY CENTERS AND CORRIDORS VISION

LAND USE

ACTIVITY CENTERS AND CORRIDORS

The frequency of certain retail uses is guided by market
conditions such as critical mass and household retail spending.

3.

Redevelopment and adaptive reuse in activity centers
and corridors will occur with greater frequency than in
neighborhoods.

4.

Activity centers and corridors serve as some of the most visible
areas in the City and the quality of the built environment and
the function of the design of the sites and areas will have a
significant impact on the overall image and function of the City.

5.

These are critical destinations for residents and transportation
and connection options to these areas should be multimodal.

6.

The design of transportation elements within urban,
neighborhood, and community activity areas will need to first
accommodate pedestrians, cyclists, transit users, and vehicular
traffic with equitable design as well as best practices for each
user. Within regional areas, equitable design should occur with
consideration from a regional perspective.
397

Parking and automobile circulation is a critical component of
of the center or corridor and the surrounding neighborhood
context. The design of roadways should be compatible with the
scale and context of their location, with narrowing of roads in
activity centers to better accommodate pedestrian movements.

8.

Automotive-oriented uses, like filling stations and drive-through
facilities, will be attracted to activity centers and corridors and
are often highly demanded uses. Consideration for compatible
design of these uses with an activity center or corridor should be
included.

Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

the design of these areas and should be balanced with the scale

|

7.

LAND USE

ACTIVITY CENTERS AND CORRIDORS VISION,
CONT.

06 |

Development Types

ACTIVITY CENTER AND CORRIDOR
DEVELOPMENT TYPES
•

Urban Core Neighborhood Activity Center (UCAC-1)

•

Urban Core Community Activity Center (UCAC-2)

•

Urban Core Regional Activity Center (UCAC-3)

•

Urban Edge Community Activity Center (UEAC-1)

•

Urban Edge Regional Activity Center (UEAC-2)

•

Neighborhood Activity Corridor (AC-1)

•

Community Activity Corridor (AC-2)

•

Regional Activity Corridor (AC-3)

•

Employment Campus (EC)
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LAND USE

URBAN CORE NEIGHBORHOOD ACTIVITY CENTER
(UCAC-1)
COLLECTOR STREET

neighborhoods. These centers occur along major roadways through

PARK

neighborhoods and provide services and retail to a market within
MINOR ARTERIAL

the immediate neighborhood, or within a quarter-mile to onemile radius, but they may capture traffic moving through the
neighborhood on the way to other destinations. These centers
typically occupy only parts of a city block and consist of just a

P

P

few storefronts, two to three story mixed-use buildings, and have
limited on-site parking. Their scale and architecture are similar to

P

PRINCIPAL ARTERIAL

T

the surrounding neighborhood. They may be found as nodes in

Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

primarily business uses, developed within the grid of Columbia’s

|

Urban Core Neighborhood Activity Centers are small collections of

P

Urban Core Mixed Residential neighborhoods, or in lower intensity

P

within Urban Core Residential neighborhoods. They do not display
a significantly different subdivision pattern from the surrounding

P

LOCAL THROUGH

neighborhood.

P parking

T transit

UCAC-1 BUILDING TYPES/LAND USES
PRIMARY TYPES

SECONDARY TYPES

TERTIARY TYPES

•

Multi-family Mixed-use Small

•

Single-family Attached

•

Cemeteries & Mausoleums

•

Business/Employment Small (excl.

•

Multi-family Small & Medium

•

Parking Structures & Lots

Flex)

•

Civic/Institutional Small to Large

See matrix for appropriate park/open space types.
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LAND USE

UCAC-1 DEVELOPMENT PATTERN/CONTEXT
Streets and rights-of-way are wide and typically straight with

|

•

Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

wide sidewalks and tree lawns. Sidewalks may be wider in
activity centers than along the rest of the corridor. On-street
parking, even along a road without on-street parking along the
whole route, is appropriate.
•

Blocks are square or rectangular, and the uses in the activity
center typically occupy only a quarter or half of the block.
Alleyways can be used in redevelopment or infill to provide
access to small rear parking lots.

•

The subdivision of lots is regular within a block with small,
equally sized parcels typically meeting mid-block. Multiple
smaller lots are consolidated to accommodate larger buildings
in an activity center. Deeper lots are typically found along major
roads.

•

Buildings are typically set to the sidewalk edge or may have
a small lawn when a converted residential structure is used.

parking areas behind the building; activity center parking may

Entrances should be located on the main façade. Front yard

be shared in small lots.

setbacks are typically consistent along a block. Exceptions are

•

•

Open spaces in the form of neighborhood parks, plazas, linear

for larger buildings like schools that occupy the majority of a

parks, and greens are also contributing uses in an activity center.

block.

Pedestrian-oriented streetscape elements such as benches,

Individual buildings may be attached or built close to each other

street trees, landscaping, and outdoor dining areas are typical.

to establish a continuous street frontage. Individual lots may

•

•

•

Architectural detailing is human scale and shares many

have only one narrow side yard and a zero lot line setback from

characteristics and proportions with single-family architecture,

front or side property lines.

including frequent windows, front entrances, porches, stoops,

Building types may be mixed on a block, but setbacks are

and/or balconies. The majority of buildings are two to three

typically consistent and the scale of adjacent buildings is similar.

stories.

Structures may just utilize on-street parking or may have small

400
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LAND USE

URBAN CORE COMMUNITY ACTIVITY CENTER
(UCAC-2)

|

Urban Core Community Activity Centers are medium scale
grid of Columbia’s neighborhoods. They are destination locations
that serve an area of about a three-mile to five-mile radius or drive
neighborhood) and include several dozen businesses and multi-

LOCAL THROUGH ROAD

T

distance. These centers often occupy several city blocks (within a

P

P

P

family or mixed-use buildings. The destination nature of these
centers means significant demand for transit facilities and parking.

PRINCIPAL ARTERIAL

single-family homes. They may be found as nodes in Urban Core
Mixed Residential neighborhoods, or in lower intensity within Urban

P

P

Core Residential neighborhoods.

MINOR ARTERIAL

Their scale and architecture are larger than most of the surrounding

T
P
P
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collections of primarily business uses, developed within the urban

LOCAL THROUGH ROAD

P parking

T transit

UCAC-2 BUILDING TYPES/LAND USES
PRIMARY TYPES

SECONDARY TYPES

TERTIARY TYPES

•

•

•

Single-family Attached

Medium

•

Civic/Institutional Small to Large

Business/Employment Small &

•

Business/Employment Large (excl. Flex)

Medium (excl. Flex)

•

Cemeteries & Mausoleums

•

Parking Structures & Lots

•

Multi-family Mixed-use Small &

Multi-family Small & Medium

See matrix for appropriate park/open space types.
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LAND USE

UCAC-2 DEVELOPMENT PATTERN/CONTEXT
Blocks are square or rectangular, and the uses in the activity

|

•
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center typically occupy only a quarter or half of the block.
Alleyways are not common but can be used in redevelopment or
infill to provide access to rear parking lots.
•

The subdivision of lots is regular within a block with small,
equally sized parcels typically meeting mid-block. Multiple
smaller lots are consolidated to accommodate larger buildings
in an activity center. Deeper lots are typically found along major
roads.

•

Buildings are typically set to the sidewalk edge or may have
a small lawn when a converted residential structure is used.
Entrances should be located on the main façade. Front yard
setbacks are typically consistent along a block.

•

Individual buildings may be attached or built close to each other
to establish a continuous street frontage. Individual lots may
have only one narrow side yard and a zero lot line setback from
front or side property lines.

•
•

Building types may be mixed on a block, but setbacks are

street trees, landscaping, and outdoor dining areas are typical.
•

Architectural detailing is human scale but may include grander

typically consistent and the scale of adjacent buildings is similar.

elements than found in Neighborhood Activity Centers. The

Structures may just utilize on-street parking or may have small

majority of buildings are two to four stories; taller structures are

parking areas behind the building; activity center parking may

strategically located where increased density and intensity are

be shared in small lots, and in some cases structured parking

appropriate.

may be required in Community Activity Centers. Multimodal
transit should also be factored into the design of activity centers.
•

Open spaces in the form of neighborhood parks, plazas, linear
parks, and greens are also contributing uses in an activity center.
Pedestrian-oriented streetscape elements such as benches,
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LAND USE

URBAN CORE REGIONAL ACTIVITY CENTER
(UCAC-3)

|

Urban Core Regional Activity Centers are intense mixed-use business
central business district or found in outer areas of the City. They are

P

P

primary destinations for work and play which attract people from

PRINCIPAL ARTERIAL

more than a 20-mile radius or drive distance. The uses are built
within the urban blocks and grid, and whole-scale redevelopment

P

of blocks or adaptive reuse of existing structures may occur in these

P
LOCAL THROUGH

areas. Their scale is large and may take up multiple city blocks. Their
primary use is as a business district, but high-intensity residential in
mixed-use buildings is also appropriate.

P

Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

districts within the urban context. They may be adjacent to the

P

P

P parking

T transit

UCAC-3 BUILDING TYPES/LAND USES
PRIMARY TYPES

SECONDARY TYPES

TERTIARY TYPES

•

Multi-family Mixed-use Medium &

•

Multi-family Medium to High-rise

•

Single-family Attached

High-rise

•

Civic/Institutional Small to Large

•

Cemeteries & Mausoleums

Business/Employment Small to

•

Retail/Services Extra Large

•

Parking Lots

Large (incl. High-rise, excl. Flex)

•

Flex Small to Large

•

Parking Structures

•

See matrix for appropriate park/open space types.
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LAND USE

UCAC-3 DEVELOPMENT PATTERN/CONTEXT
Streets and rights-of-way are wide and typically straight with

|

•
•
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wide sidewalks and tree lawns.
Blocks are square or rectangular, and the activity center
may extend over several city blocks. Alleys should be used in
redevelopment or infill to provide access to rear parking lots or
maintenance and delivery access to buildings.
•

The subdivision of lots is irregular within a block, with parcels
sized to accommodate the footprint and scale of the buildings.
Larger lots are used to accommodate larger buildings in an
activity center. Deeper lots are typically found along major roads.

•

Buildings should be set to the sidewalk edge of the primary
street or street of address, with plazas or outdoor dining possible
when buildings have modest 10-20 foot setbacks. Entrances
should be located on the main façade and accessible from
the sidewalk. Build-to lines may be implemented in these
developments.

•

•

Individual buildings may be attached or built close to each other

also contributing uses in an activity center. Pedestrian-oriented

to establish a continuous street frontage. Individual lots may

streetscape elements such as benches, street trees, landscaping,
and outdoor dining areas are typical.

have only one narrow side yard and have a zero lot line setback
from the front or side property lines.
•
•

Open spaces in the form of plazas, linear parks, and greens are

•

Architectural detailing is human scale along ground floor activity

Building types may be mixed on a block, but setbacks are

zones, but may include more iconic elements than found in

typically consistent and the scale of adjacent buildings is similar.

Neighborhood or Community Activity Centers. The majority

Structures may just use on-street parking or may have parking

of buildings are three stories or larger; high-rise structures are

garages or lots nearby. Several parking lots or structures may

strategically located where increased density and intensity are

be shared by businesses and residents within Regional Activity

appropriate. A height plan should be prepared for urban activity

Centers. Multimodal transit should also be factored into the

centers to designate blocks or corridors appropriate for high-rise,

design of activity centers with accommodations for public

mid-rise, or low-rise structures.

transit, pedestrians, bicyclists, and public transit.
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LAND USE

URBAN EDGE COMMUNITY ACTIVITY CENTER
(UEAC-1)

|

Urban Edge Community Activity Centers are small to medium scale,
HW

AY
IN

HIG

PR

and a medium to high intensity residential component, typically

CI

with a significant open space element. They provide a daily retail

PA
LA
RT

and service destination for a portion of the City, typically within a

ER
IA

three-mile to five-mile radius or drive distance. These activity centers

L

are found in the outer areas of the City, frequently near highway
interchanges, and are subdivided from large, undeveloped tracts

P

P

or as redevelopment of larger commercial sites. They typically are

P

found at major intersections of major corridors and may occupy all
quadrants of the intersection.
P
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mixed-use activity centers with community-serving commercial uses

P

P
P
MIN

RTE
OR A

P parking

RIAL

T transit

UEAC-1 BUILDING TYPES/LAND USES
PRIMARY TYPES

SECONDARY TYPES

TERTIARY TYPES

•

Multi-family Mixed-use Small &

•

Multi-family Small & Medium

•

Single-family Attached

Medium

•

Flex Small & Medium

•

Civic/Institutional Small & Large

Business/Employment Small &

•

Commercial Large

Medium (excl. Flex)

•

Cemeteries & Mausoleums

•

Parking Structures & Lots

•

See matrix for appropriate park/open space types.
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LAND USE

UEAC-1 DEVELOPMENT PATTERN/CONTEXT
Internal street networks may be laid out in a grid to create

|

•
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various block sizes and shapes, but typically do not continue the
urban street grid. Connections to the primary road network are
somewhat limited. Wide sidewalks on both sides of the street
are common.
•

Blocks vary in size based on the tenant mix; subdivision beyond
blocks may be non-existent if shopping centers and multi-family
buildings are owned by a single entity.

•

Buildings are oriented toward internal streets of the
development. Commercial/retail structures are set up to the
sidewalk line, and residential buildings may also be set to the
sidewalk or have small lawns or front yards.

•

Buildings range from a small to medium scale footprint and are
typically one to three stories.

•

Design of these activity centers should fully accommodate
pedestrians and cyclists as well as automobiles.

•
•

Open spaces for buffering from adjacent development may be

Transit facilities should be located near or within these activity

used; however transitions in building scale, use, and orientation,

centers.

as well as street connectivity, are all preferred methods of

Depending on the density of uses within a Community Activity

connecting developments of different types rather than

Center, parking for businesses should be accommodated

buffering them from one another.

in inner block surface parking, or in parking structures and

•

•

•

Typically an architectural theme or range of styles is established

on-street parking. Parking for residential uses should be

at the time of planning; most Community Activity Centers are

accommodated in attached parking structures, inner block

built in phases with a master plan and a single developer/builder.

surface lots, on streets, and in individual rear-loaded garages.

Neo-Traditional styles or modern architecture can be appropriate

Plazas, street trees and plantings, greens, neighborhood parks,

in these developments.

and outdoor event venues can provide open spaces and outdoor
recreation opportunities in Community Activity Centers.
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LAND USE

URBAN EDGE REGIONAL ACTIVITY CENTER
(UEAC-2)
R IA L

P
P

and a medium to high intensity residential component, typically

E R IA
AL ART

with a significant open space element. They provide a daily retail
and service destination for a portion of the City, typically within

T

found at major intersections of major corridors and may occupy all
quadrants of the intersection.

COLLECTOR STREET

or as redevelopment of larger commercial sites. They are typically

STAT E )

are found in the outer areas of the City (frequently near highway
interchanges) and are subdivided from large undeveloped tracts

L( IN T E R

P

P

up to a 20-mile radius or drive distance. These activity centers

OPEN SPACE

P

M
IN
OR

P

P
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RTE
IPA L A

P R IN C IP

mixed-use activity centers with region-serving commercial uses

P R IN C

|

Urban Edge Regional Activity Centers are large to extra-large scale,

AR
TE
RI

LOCAL THROUGH

AL

P parking

T transit

UEAC-2 BUILDING TYPES/LAND USES
PRIMARY TYPES

SECONDARY TYPES

TERTIARY TYPES

•

Multi-family Mixed-use Small &

•

Multi-family Small to High-rise

•

Single-family Attached

Medium

•

Civic/Institutional Small to Large

•

Cemeteries & Mausoleums

Business/Employment Small to

•

Parking Structures

•

Parking Lots

•

Extra Large (incl. High-rise)
See matrix for appropriate park/open space types.
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UEAC-2 DEVELOPMENT PATTERN/CONTEXT
Internal street networks may be laid out in a grid to create

|

•
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various block sizes and shapes, but typically do not continue
the urban street grid. Ingress and egress to the primary road
network may be managed by collector drives. Wide sidewalks on
both sides of the street are common.
•

Blocks vary in size based on tenant mix; subdivision beyond
blocks may be non-existent.

•

Buildings may be street-oriented or face a parking lot within a
development. Buildings often have a larger footprint and are
stand-alone single-use structures or are organized in a shopping
center configuration.

•

Buildings range from small to extra large scale footprint and are
typically between one to six stories.

•

Design of centers is auto-oriented, but should fully
accommodate pedestrians and cyclists as well as automobiles,
with sidewalks or other pedestrian connections established

•
•

Plazas, street trees and plantings, greens, neighborhood parks,

between developments.

and outdoor event venues can provide open spaces and outdoor

Transit facilities should be located near or within these activity

recreation opportunities in Regional Activity Centers. Bike racks,

centers.

benches, and other pedestrian and cycling amenities are found

Depending on the density of uses within a Regional Activity

along sidewalks and in open spaces.

Center, parking for businesses should be accommodated

•

•

•

Open spaces for buffering from adjacent development may be

in inner block surface parking or in parking structures and

used; however transitions in building scale, use, and orientation,

on-street parking. Parking for residential uses should be

as well as street connectivity, are all preferred methods of

accommodated in attached parking structures, inner block

connecting developments of different types rather than

surface lots, on streets, and in individual rear-loaded garages.

buffering them from one another.

Regional Activity Centers typically contain multiple
developments along an arterial or collector road, and
surrounding areas may transition into Community or Regional
Activity Corridors. Developments will range in size and intensity.
408
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LAND USE

NEIGHBORHOOD ACTIVITY CORRIDOR
(AC-1)

|

identical building types and uses to a Neighborhood Activity Center;
the primary difference is the configuration of the lots and the lack
of an internal subdivision or street network. Uses are generally built

MINOR ARTERIAL

Neighborhood or Community Activity Center. They contain nearly

on frontage lots along minor arterial or collector roadways but may
also be found along principal arterials. They serve surrounding
neighborhoods within a one-mile drive or a 15-minute walk and

P

P

PARK

typically consist of a limited collection of commercial and service

T

uses.

PRINCIPAL ARTERIAL

P
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LOCAL THROUGH

Neighborhood Activity Corridors are a linear extension of a

P

P parking

T transit

AC-1 BUILDING TYPES/LAND USES
PRIMARY TYPES

SECONDARY TYPES

TERTIARY TYPES

•

Multi-family Mixed-use Small

•

Single-family Attached

•

Cemeteries & Mausoleums

•

Business/Employment Small (excl.

•

Multi-family Small & Medium

•

Parking Structures & Lots

Flex)

•

Civic/Institutional Small to Large
See matrix for appropriate park/open space types.
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LAND USE

AC-1 DEVELOPMENT PATTERN/CONTEXT
Streets are generally minor arterials or collectors carrying

|

•

way are wide and typically straight with wide sidewalks and tree
lawns.
•

Blocks are generally the base component of this development
type, and the uses in the activity corridor typically occupy the
face of the block adjacent to the corridor. Alleyways can be used
in redevelopment or infill to provide access to small rear parking
lots.

•

The subdivision of lots is regular within a block with small,

1

equally sized parcels typically meeting mid-block. Deeper lots
are typically found along major roads.
•
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moderate multi-modal traffic volumes. Streets and rights-of-

Buildings are oriented toward the street and generally located
to the front of the lot, right behind the sidewalk or a shallow
setback, however they may have a small lawn when a converted
residential structure is used. Access to businesses should be

•
•

•

Open spaces provided on individual lots in the form of perimeter

provided from the sidewalk.

plantings and buffer yards are typical, as are tree and vegetation-

Individual buildings may be attached or built close to each other

lined rights-of-way. Pedestrian-oriented streetscape elements

to establish a continuous street frontage.

such as benches, street trees, landscaping, and outdoor dining

Building types may be mixed on a block, but setbacks are

areas are typical.

typically consistent and the scale of adjacent buildings is similar.
•

•

•

Architectural detailing is human scale and includes windows,

Structures may utilize on-street parking or may have small

front entrances, porches, stoops, and /or balconies. The majority

parking areas behind the building.

of buildings are one to two stories.

These corridors are often located along transit routes, and
sidewalks and bike lanes should be incorporated to allow safe
access to businesses in corridors.
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LAND USE

COMMUNITY ACTIVITY CORRIDOR
(AC-2)

|

Community Activity Corridors are a linear extension of a Community

Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

Activity Center. They contain nearly identical building types and

LOCAL THROUGH

uses to a Community Activity Center; the primary difference is the
configuration of the lots and the lack of an internal subdivision or
street network. Uses are built on frontage lots along principal and
minor arterial roadways. They serve surrounding neighborhoods
within a three-mile to five-mile drive and typically consist of a variety

P

of commercial and service issues.

PRINCIPAL ARTERIAL

T
P

P parking

T transit

AC-2 BUILDING TYPES/LAND USES
PRIMARY TYPES

SECONDARY TYPES

TERTIARY TYPES

•

•

•

Single-family Attached

Medium

•

Civic/Institutional Small to Large

Business/Employment Small &

•

Business/Employment Large (excl. Flex)

Medium (excl. Flex)

•

Cemeteries & Mausoleums

•

Parking Structures & Lots

•

Multi-family Mixed-use Small &

Multi-family Small & Medium

See matrix for appropriate park/open space types.
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LAND USE

AC-2 DEVELOPMENT PATTERN/CONTEXT
Streets are principal or minor arterial roads carrying high traffic

|

•
•

Blocks are not the base component for this development type.

•

Lots are large and adequately deep and wide to accommodate

Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

volumes,

groups of smaller businesses or medium to larger format
buildings with sufficient parking. Floor area ratios (FARs) are
usually in the range of 0.2 to 0.25 for these corridors, but FARs of
3.0 or greater may be appropriate as infill and redevelopment
occur.
•

Buildings are oriented toward the street and may be located at
the front of the lot, right behind the sidewalk, or setback with
parking lots in front of the buildings. In new or redevelopment
projects, setting the buildings close to the street is preferred with
side or rear lots. Access to businesses should be provided from
the sidewalk. Buildings may be out-lot, freestanding structures,
or in attached strip mall-type structures.

•

Open spaces are provided on individual lots in the form of
perimeter plantings and buffer yards are typical.

Designated off-street parking areas are typically located in front
of or behind each building; corridors may also have on-street

•

•
•

Consolidated architectural details and finishes are encouraged

parking.

to create a cohesive appearance along corridors. Buildings are

These corridors are often located along transit routes, and

typically one to two stories.

sidewalks and bike lanes should be incorporated to allow safe
access to businesses in corridors. An access management plan
should be prepared for each activity corridor to promote safety
for pedestrians, bicyclists, transit users, and motorists, as well as
accessibility for all businesses.
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LAND USE

REGIONAL ACTIVITY CORRIDOR
(AC-3)

|

Regional Activity Corridors are linear extensions of a Regional Activity

Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

Center. They contain nearly identical building types and uses to a
Regional Activity Center; the primary difference is the configuration
P

of the lots and the lack of an internal subdivision or street network.
Uses are built on frontage lots along principal arterial roadways.
Their market or services radius may be up to 20 miles, and they
typically consist of a variety of commercial and service uses.

P
PRINCIPAL ARTERIAL

T
P

P parking

T transit

AC-3 BUILDING TYPES/LAND USES
PRIMARY TYPES

SECONDARY TYPES

TERTIARY TYPES

•

Multi-family Mixed-use Small

•

Multi-family Small to High-rise

•

Single-family Attached

& Medium (High-rises may be

•

Civic/Institutional Small to Large

•

Cemeteries & Mausoleums

appropriate in some locations)

•

Flex Small to Large

Business/Employment (excl. Flex)

•

Parking Structures & Lots

•

Small to Extra Large

See matrix for appropriate park/open space types.
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LAND USE

AC-3 DEVELOPMENT PATTERN/CONTEXT
Streets are principal arterial roads carrying high traffic volumes,

|

•
•

Blocks are not the base component for this development type.

•

Lots are large or very large, and adequately deep and wide to

Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

often with nearby access to highways.

accommodate groups of small to extra large format businesses
or buildings with sufficient parking. Floor area ratios (FARs) are
usually in the range of 0.2 to 0.25 for these corridors, but higher
FARs of 3.0 or greater are appropriate as infill and redevelopment
occur.
•

Buildings are oriented toward the street and may be located at
the front of the lot, right behind the sidewalk, or setback with
parking lots in front of the buildings. In new or redevelopment
projects, setting the buildings close to the street is preferred with
side or rear lots.

•

Access to businesses should be provided from the sidewalk.
Buildings may be out-lot, freestanding structures, or in attached

•

Open spaces should be provided on individual lots in the form of

multi-tenant structures.

perimeter plantings and buffer yards; linear parks and greenway

Designated off-street parking areas are typically located in front

connections are encouraged in these areas.

of or behind each building. As infill and redevelopment occur

•

•

•

Consolidated architectural details and finishes are encouraged

in these areas, intensification may necessitate some parking

to create a cohesive appearance along corridors. Buildings

structures and shared parking lots.

are typically one to two stories, but in areas close to Regional

These corridors are often located along transit routes, and

Activity Centers or in urban core areas high-rise buildings may be

sidewalks and bike lanes should be incorporated to allow safe

appropriate.

access to businesses in corridors. An access management plan
should be prepared for each activity corridor to promote safety
for pedestrians, bicyclists, transit users, and motorists, as well as
accessibility for all businesses.
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LAND USE

EMPLOYMENT CAMPUS
(EC)

|

These are areas dedicated to concentrations of employment uses,

Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

including professional services, research and development, and light

P

production facilities. They are often designed in parks, with internal

T

street networks, extensive green spaces, and large format buildings.
These campuses are most often found at the urban edge and require
large tracts of land. These campuses are comprised primarily of

P

P

office buildings, including corporate offices, medical or professional
offices, office suites, non-polluting manufacturing, and research and
development uses. Redevelopment and infill with more supporting
uses, such as multi-family residential or retail/entertainment uses, is

T

encouraged, with access to multimodal transit stops in and near the

P

employment campus.
P

P
PRINCIPAL ARTERIAL

P parking

T transit

EC BUILDING TYPES/LAND USES
PRIMARY TYPES

SECONDARY TYPES

TERTIARY TYPES

•

•

Multi-family Mixed-use Medium &

•

Single-family Attached

High-rise

•

Multi-family Small to High-rise

Parking Structures

•

Commercial Small to Extra Large

•

Parking Lots

Office/Services Medium to Highrise

•

Flex Medium to Extra Large

•

See matrix for appropriate park/open space types.
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Streets and rights-of-way may be organized in a curvilinear or
trails are provided throughout the campus, with special attention
to connections to transit centers and individual buildings.

•

Subdivision of lots is semi-regular, but flexible enough to
accommodate various building/parking configurations for large
format uses.

•

Buildings address the street, and may be built near the sidewalk
or in the center of lots depending on the intensity and design of
the campus.

•

Parking may be provided in shared surface lots or parking
structures. Structured parking is strongly encouraged to

Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

rectilinear grid, creating blocks of different types. Sidewalks and

|

•

LAND USE

EC DEVELOPMENT PATTERN/CONTEXT

06 |

Development Types

increase capacity of employment campuses.
•

Large linear or community scale opens paces or parks are an
integrated component of these developments. As development
intensity increases, more urban open spaces may be included,
such as plazas and greens.

•

Architecture is large to very large scale, with four to six stories
being typical. High-rises may be appropriate, especially when
mixed-use buildings are included.
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LAND USE

INDUSTRIAL, TRANSPORTATION, AND
UTILITY CENTERS
for production uses. They are centers of daytime activity and require

and people throughout the site and region. Supportive uses should

supportive uses for daytime populations. These areas are often

be included within or nearby to provide access to amenities during

designed as campuses to accommodate a mix of office, commercial,

peak business hours.

and flex spaces into an integrated environment conducive to the
processing and manufacturing of materials or utilities. They range

In pursuit of the vision for our industrial, transportation, and utility

in size from a campuses of a few acres in the urban core to more

centers, the City recognizes that:

expansive “parks” on the edges of the City. The nature of industrial,

1.

These developments are an important part of the City’s economy

transportation, and utility centers is that the buildings are typically

and function. Maintaining land for their inclusion is very

flexible in their design and accommodate office and production

important. Encroachment from residential development in land

spaces, sometimes under the same roof. These areas have the

designated for industrial, transportation, and utility development

potential for high intensity air, land, and rail freight traffic, as well

types should be avoided.

as the noises and odors associated with these processes. Therefore,

2.

Significant freight traffic will require local roads that are
designed to accommodate large turning radii and heavy use.

these centers require sufficient land area, roads, and buffering to
reduce impacts on adjacent uses. Developments in this category

Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

quality character designed to accommodate the movement of goods

|

Industrial, transportation, and utility centers are the primary location

3.

Outdoor storage or processing may be common in these areas;

typically have very large building areas and lower floor-area-to-

screening and fencing will be needed to ensure safety and

employee ratios than those found in activity centers or corridors.

reduction of impacts on surrounding uses.

INDUSTRIAL, TRANSPORTATION, AND
UTILITY CENTERS VISION

INDUSTRIAL, TRANSPORTATION, AND
UTILITY CENTER DEVELOPMENT TYPES

Industrial, transportation, and utility centers can and should provide

•

Industrial (IND)

well-maintained and designed areas for production, transportation,

•

Transportation and Utilities (T/U)

and utility functions of the City. They should be balanced in their
location in the City to provide accommodation of freight traffic,
yet separate enough from residential areas when uses may have a
significant impact on homes. They should display a unique and high
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LAND USE

INDUSTRIAL
(IND)

|

Industrial areas are located throughout the City and include a range
manufacturing, warehousing, outdoor storage, and distribution of

P

P

materials or goods. These areas are appropriate for uses that have

P

heavy freight traffic and which may generate noise, odors, or other
impacts. These areas should be adequately large to accommodate
these uses, and should provide buffers and sufficient street

P

infrastructure to accommodate the needs of the businesses.

T

LOCAL THROUGH

P
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of building types and uses dedicated to the processing, mining,

P

PRINCIPAL ARTERIAL

P parking

T transit

IND BUILDING TYPES/LAND USES
PRIMARY TYPES

SECONDARY TYPES

TERTIARY TYPES

•

Office/Services Medium to High-

•

Power Utilities

•

Commercial Small to Extra Large

rise

•

Water & Wastewater Treatment

•

Parking Structures & Lots

•

Flex Small to Extra Large
See matrix for appropriate park/open space types.
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Industrial areas are typically near rail lines or highways, and
laboratories, and high-tech uses.

•

Most industrial areas require significant land area to
accommodate large and very large format buildings as well as
sufficient buffers from adjacent, non-compatible uses.

•

Streets need to be designed to adequately accommodate semitruck and trailer traffic.

•

Sites are typically configured to meet the specific needs of the
developer, but large format sites maintain significant flexibility
for reuse.
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include warehouses, manufacturing and production facilities,

|

•

LAND USE

IND DEVELOPMENT PATTERN/CONTEXT
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LAND USE

TRANSPORTATION & UTILITIES
(TU)

|

The Transportation and Utilities development type covers a range of

Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

uses. It includes transportation amenities such as the airport, bus
terminals, and passenger rail stations. It also includes utility uses,
such as substations, power generation dams, transmission lines,
water treatment facilities, pump stations, and similar uses.

iStock.com/Alberthep

TU BUILDING TYPES/LAND USES
PRIMARY TYPES

SECONDARY TYPES

•

Flex Small to Extra Large

•

Civic/Institutional Small to Large

•

Power Utilities

•

Office/Services Small to Large

•

Water & Wastewater Treatment

•

Animal Enclosures

•

Cemeteries & Mausoleums

•

Parking Structures & Lots

See matrix for appropriate park/open space types.
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LAND USE

TU DEVELOPMENT PATTERN/CONTEXT
These developments are typically linear, and follow rights-of-way

|

•

Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

or include major transportation or utility complexes which are
not consistent with the development form and uses of another
development type.
•

Within a development, buildings are typically arranged for
transfer and movement of people or materials. Depot buildings,
airport terminals, and hangars, in the form of medium or extra
large format flex space, are common.

•

Significant land area is dedicated to transportation
infrastructure such as rails, tarmacs, roads, and parking of
vehicles, or may be dedicated as relatively unobstructed areas to
accommodate power lines or other utility infrastructure.

•

Accessory structures and landscape features should be carefully
screened and protected from accidental access with the use of
high walls and fences.

•

iStock.com/Art Wager

iStock.com/tuachanwatthana

Trails and open space connections are often compatible uses in
areas free from conflicting safety hazards, and offer may offer
pedestrian- and bicyclist-oriented links to other transit modes.
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4.

Impact on the transportation network may be substantial
because of the disruption of the street and sidewalk network by

existing development completed in a campus style, larger

special areas, or the high traffic volume generated by the special

consolidated development areas that are master planned as

areas.

a cohesive development, large areas that are dedicated to a

5.

Undeveloped special areas may not be appropriate for higher

specific land use with individual development form and character,

density greenfield development, and may provide essential

undeveloped areas that may become developed as the City's

ecosystem services or agricultural opportunities required to

population grows and expands, or agricultural or naturalized areas.

support the growing population.

SPECIAL AREAS VISION

SPECIAL AREAS DEVELOPMENT TYPES

Special areas should be thoughtfully designed and maintained.

•

Sports/Amusement (S/A)

They should serve a specific and important function in a well-

•

Civic/Institutional (C/I)

balanced and complete future land use and development pattern.

•

Central Business Area (CBA)

Developments within special areas should be regulated by a

•

Riverbanks Zoo and Garden (ZOO)

governing master plan that addresses the essential elements of

•

Universities/Colleges (U/C)

urban design and conservation.

•

Fort Jackson (FJ)

•

Transitional/Sensitive Lands (T/S)
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including location, use types, and size. These areas may include

|

Special areas are somewhat unique due to a number of factors,

LAND USE

SPECIAL AREAS

In pursuit of the vision for our special areas, the City recognizes that:
1.

Flexibility in design can be allowed for large multi-building
campus development through master planning.

2.

Transitions from special areas to surrounding neighborhoods
or activity enters may be needed and should be addressed in
master planning.

3.

The design of perimeter use in developed or developing special
areas is particularly important in the transition to surrounding
blocks.
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LAND USE

SPORTS/AMUSEMENT
(S/A)

|

These are areas dedicated to large format gathering places, such as
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stadiums, ballparks, fair grounds, exposition centers, coliseums, race
tracks, and amusement parks.

iStock.com/Kruck20

S/A BUILDING TYPES/LAND USES
PRIMARY TYPES

SECONDARY TYPES

TERTIARY TYPES

•

•

•

Entertainment Small to Large

Hospitality & Office/Services Small

Multi-family Medium to High-rise

to Large
•

Retail/Service Small to Extra Large

•

Parking Structures & Lots
See matrix for appropriate park/open space types.
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Streets and rights-of-way may be organized in a curvilinear or
and trails are provided throughout the development type, with
special attention to connections to transit centers and individual
buildings.

•

These areas are used for special events, and require extensive
parking or access to transit facilities in order to accommodate
attendance.

•

Traffic impact, circulation, and access management are critical
considerations for these areas.

•

These are very large format areas which encompass entire and/or
multiple city blocks or larger tracts of lands at the urban edge.

•

Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

rectilinear grid, creating blocks of different types. Sidewalks

|

•

LAND USE

S/A DEVELOPMENT PATTERN/CONTEXT

06 |
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These areas include a moderate amount of supporting uses,
such as retail, restaurants, and hotels.

•

Cohesive urban design for these areas is encouraged in order to
provide support uses in proximity to these unique destinations.
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LAND USE

CIVIC/INSTITUTIONAL
(C/I)

|

The Civic/Institutional development type covers a range of uses
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including government offices, larger school campuses, hospitals, and
complexes including places of worship. These may be small areas
comprised of one or two buildings, but tend to be larger campuses
comprised of multiple structures, such as the South Carolina State
House and adjacent buildings. These areas may or may not contain
support services, depending on their size, scale, and nature.

iStock.com/J Michael Jones

C/I BUILDING TYPES/LAND USES
PRIMARY TYPES

SECONDARY TYPES

TERTIARY TYPES

•

Civic/Institutional Small to Large

•

Multi-family Institutional

•

•

Office/Services Small to High-rise

•

Flex Large & Extra Large

•

Flex Small & Medium

•

Parking Structures & Lots

•

Cemeteries & Mausoleums

•

Power Utilities

•

Water & Wastewater Treatment

Commercial Small to Large

See matrix for appropriate park/open space types.
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These development types are typically built within an existing
a block. There are few internal streets. Sidewalks are provided
along the perimeter of blocks, as well as internally to allow egress
to buildings.

•

Building placement is typically different from adjacent
development types, and many buildings will be situated as
landmarks and set back considerably from the street.

•

Buildings may or may not have on-site parking facilities. Using
shared public parking is common.

•

Hospitals and correctional detention facilities are typically on
their own campus and have their own plan.

•

Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

street network, but may occupy a whole block or a portion of

|

•

LAND USE

C/I DEVELOPMENT PATTERN/CONTEXT
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Open spaces are integral to the development type, and are often
provided through pocket parks, plazas, greens, and other public
or semi-public spaces.

•

Architecture is typically grand or signature in style. Collections
of buildings within a development type or campus may share a
common architectural style or theme.
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LAND USE

CENTRAL BUSINESS AREA
(CBA)

|

Columbia’s Central Business Area is the core of the downtown.

Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

It is a highly dense and walkable area with a multitude of uses
including hotels, restaurants, residential, office buildings, support
services, entertainment amenities, and public facilities. While parts
of the Central Business Area have significant historical character
to preserve, this is the area in the City most likely to see high-rise
redevelopment and infill.

CBA BUILDING TYPES/LAND USES
PRIMARY TYPES

SECONDARY TYPES

TERTIARY TYPES

•

Multi-family High-rise

•

Multi-family Medium & Large

•

Single-family Attached

•

Multi-family Mixed Use Medium &

•

Civic/Institutional Small to Large

•

Cemeteries & Mausoleums

High-rise

•

Flex Small to Large

•

Parking Lots

Business/Employment Small to

•

Parking Structures

•

Extra Large

See matrix for appropriate park/open space types.
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The blocks in the Central Business Area are square and formed

•

The area occupies number of full City blocks and half blocks.

•

Subdivision of lots is fairly regular, but retains flexibility to
accommodate the established development. Redevelopment
of the blocks in the Central Business Area may result in modified
subdivision patterns.

•

Sidewalks are necessary to serve pedestrian-oriented streets and
alleyways are also encouraged where possible.

•

Most buildings are located at the sidewalk edge, with a primary
entrance on the street of address. Secondary entrances are
encouraged on corner buildings or buildings with attached
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by the street grid of the central city.

|

•

LAND USE

CBA DEVELOPMENT PATTERN/CONTEXT
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parking. Buildings may sit at a zero lot line on side and rear lots.
•

Building types may be mixed on a block, but most are set to the
sidewalk.

•

Shared parking in public and private lots and in on-street
parking is predominant. As infill and redevelopment in the area
increases the density, access to transit and additional shared
parking will be important. Opportunities to share parking
facilities between the Central Business Area and other nearby
development types that accommodate entertainment uses
could provide much needed parking for both, as their peak
demand times are opposite one another.

•

Open spaces are found in the public spaces, streetscaping,
plazas and squares, and in pocket parks.
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LAND USE

RIVERBANKS ZOO & GARDEN
(ZOO)

|

The Riverbanks Zoo and Garden, located west of the Congaree
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River and south of I-126, is a unique amenity within the City of
Columbia and therefore has its own associated needs and uses.
This development type is applied to the entire zoo grounds and
associated parking areas. Any activity or development therein should
be treated as a special planned campus and any modifications to the
area should be addressed in a special plan. The traffic generation
and parking demand in this development type may share many
characteristics with the sports/amusement special districts.

ZOO BUILDING TYPES/LAND USES
PRIMARY TYPES

SECONDARY TYPES

TERTIARY TYPES

•

•

•

Entertainment Small to Large

Parking Structures & Lots

Format
•

Animal Enclosures

Business/Employment Small to Extra
Large/High-rise (excl. Entertainment)

•

Cemeteries & Mausoleums

•

Power Utilities

•

Water & Wastewater Treatment

See matrix for appropriate park/open space types.
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LAND USE

UNIVERSITIES/COLLEGES
(U/C)

|

There are a number of universities and colleges located within
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Columbia, including, but not limited to, University of South Carolina,
Columbia College, Columbia International University, Allen University,
Benedict College, Lenoir-Rhyne, and Midlands Technical College.
Any facility with multiple buildings within a large block campus or
spanning several blocks should be included within the Universities/
Colleges development type. These development types range in size,
organization, and intensity, but all represent a unique area or campus
within the City. Typically viewed as campuses, these areas often have
an institutionally managed master plan for internal circulation and
building locations. The City should work with these institutions to
ensure compatible transitions to surrounding development types are
made, and that critical circulation patterns are maintained.

U/C BUILDING TYPES/LAND USES
PRIMARY TYPES

SECONDARY TYPES

TERTIARY TYPES

•

•

Business/Employment Small to

•

Power Utilities

Extra Large/High-rise

•

Water & Wastewater Treatment

Civic/Institutional Small to Large

•

Parking Structures & Lots

•

Multi-family Institutional
(Dormitories)

See matrix for appropriate park/open space types.
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Universities/Colleges are typically built within an existing street
There may be internal streets. Sidewalks are provided at the
perimeter of blocks and internally to allow egress to buildings.

•

Building placement is typically different from adjacent
development types and many buildings will be situated as
landmarks set back considerably from the street.

•

Buildings may or may not have on-site parking facilities. Using
shared parking for the campus is common.

•

Open spaces are integral to the development type, and large
greens, pocket parks, plazas, greens, and other public or semipublic spaces are often provided.

•
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network, but may occupy the whole block or a portion of a block.

|

•

LAND USE

U/C DEVELOPMENT PATTERN/CONTEXT
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Architecture is typically grand or signature in style. Collections
of buildings within a campus may share a common architectural
style or theme.
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LAND USE

FORT JACKSON
(FJ)

|

The U.S. Army Training Center at Fort Jackson trains 50% of all
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soldiers entering the Army each year. Fort Jackson contains over
52,000 acres, including over 100 ranges and field training sites and
1,160 buildings. The site houses a variety of uses.
•

Development within the Fort is regulated by an internal master
plan.

•

Land uses and development near the perimeter of the Fort are
covered under the Joint Land Use Study (JLUS).

FJ BUILDING TYPES/LAND USES
PRIMARY TYPES

SECONDARY TYPES

TERTIARY TYPES

•

Civic/Institutional Small to Large

•

Single-family Attached

•

Animal Enclosures

•

Multi-family Institutional

•

Single-family Detached

•

Cemeteries & Mausoleums

(Barracks)

•

Two-family

•

Power Utilities

•

Three-family

•

Water & Wastewater Treatment

•

Business/Employment Small to
Extra Large/High-rise

•

Parking Structures & Lots

See matrix for appropriate park/open space types.
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LAND USE

TRANSITIONAL/SENSITIVE LANDS
(T/S)

|

Transitional and Sensitive Lands occur throughout the City of
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Columbia. These areas may or may not be developed in the
future, and may or may not contain environmentally or culturally
sensitive areas such as prime farmlands, floodplains, cultural sites,
or conserved open spaces. As Columbia grows in population and
resource needs shift, these lands may provide or continue to provide
essential ecosystem services or agricultural opportunities, or may
one day be developed at urban or suburban intensities. These areas
may not be appropriate for higher density greenfield development,
and may provide recreational and educational opportunities.
For those areas which fall in the outer edges of the City, future
development should consider the protection and conservation of
natural and/or cultural resources. Long range master planning or
area planning prior to suburban or urban development is strongly
encouraged.

T/S BUILDING TYPES/LAND USES
PRIMARY TYPES

SECONDARY TYPES

TERTIARY TYPES

•

State or Federal Parks/Forests

•

Animal Enclosures

•

Civic/Institutional Small

•

Nature Preserves

•

Single-family Detached

•

Cemeteries & Mausoleums

•

Conserved Lands

•

Linear Parks & Greenways

•

Water/Wastewater Treatment

•

Environmentally, Ecologically, or

•

Community Parks

•

Pocket Parks/Greens

Culturally Sensitive Lands

•

Regional Parks

•

Neighborhood Parks

•

Agriculture
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Future Land Use Map

LAND USE
|
Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

Citywide - map date February 13, 2020
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Future Land Use Map

LAND USE
|
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Central City - map date February 13, 2020
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Future Land Use Map

LAND USE
|
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North Central City - map date February 13, 2020
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Future Land Use Map

LAND USE
|
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Central Southeast - map date February 13, 2020
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Future Land Use Map

LAND USE
|
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East Central - map date February 13, 2020
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Future Land Use Map

LAND USE
|
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Southeast - map date February 13, 2020
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Future Land Use Map

LAND USE
|
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Northeast - map date February 13, 2020
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Future Land Use Map

LAND USE
|
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North - map date February 13, 2020
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Future Land Use Map

LAND USE
|
Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

I-26 Corridor - map date February 13, 2020
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Future Land Use Map

LAND USE
|
Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

Broad River - map date February 13, 2020
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Development Types/Building Types Matrix
Residential Development Types
UCMR-2

UCMR-3

UEMR

Single-family Detached

S

P

P

P

Single-family Attached

P

P

P

S

Two-family (Duplex or Double)

S

P

P

Three-family

S

P

Multi-family Small

S

S

Multi-family Medium

P

Multi-family Large

S

UCMF

UEMF

UCR-1

UCR-2

UER-1

UER-2

P

P

P

P

S

T

T

T

S

S

T

T

T

S

S

S

T

T

T

S

S

P

P

T

T

T

T

S

P

P

P

P

P

P

S

S

S

S

S

S

T

T

T

T

T

|

UCMR-1

LAND USE

Building Types/ Land Uses

Multi-family High-rise

S

S

Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

RESIDENTIAL

MIXED-USE
Multi-family Mixed-use Small

P

Multi-family Mixed-use Medium

P

T

Multi-family Mixed-use High-rise

CIVIC/INSTITUTIONAL
Civic/Institutional Small

T

Civic/Institutional Medium

T

T

T

T

T

T

Civic/Institutional Large
Multi-family Institutional (Dormitories &
Barracks)

P = Primary Use

S = Secondary Use

T = Tertiary Use

A = Appropriate (for open space, parks and recreation, and agriculture only)

* = Appropriate in some locations
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Development Types/Building Types Matrix
Residential Development Types
UCMR-2

UCMR-3

UEMR

UCMF

UEMF

UCR-1

UCR-2

UER-1

UER-2

          Entertainment Small

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

          Entertainment Medium

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

|

UCMR-1

LAND USE

Building Types/ Land Uses

Commercial

          Entertainment Large
          Hospitality Small

T

          Hospitality Medium

T

          Hospitality Large
          Retail/Services Small

T

          Retail/Services Medium

T

Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

BUSINESS/EMPLOYMENT

          Retail/Services Large
          Retail/Services Extra Large
Office/Services
          Office/Services Small

T

          Office/Services Medium

T

          Office/Services Large
          Office/Services High-rise
Flex
          Flex Small
          Flex Medium
          Flex Large
          Flex Extra Large
P = Primary Use

S = Secondary Use

T = Tertiary Use

A = Appropriate (for open space, parks and recreation, and agriculture only)

* = Appropriate in some locations
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Development Types/Building Types Matrix
Residential Development Types
UCMR-1

UCMR-2

UEMR

T

T

UCMF

UEMF

UCR-1

UCR-2

UER-1

UER-2

T

T

T

T

|

UCMR-3

LAND USE

Building Types/ Land Uses

Animal Enclosures
Cemeteries & Mausoleums
Parking Structures

T

Parking Lots

T

T

T

T

T

T

Power Utilities
Water & Wastewater Treatment

Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

UTILITY/MISCELLANEOUS

OPEN SPACE/PARKS & RECREATION/
AGRICULTURE
Squares or Plazas

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Pocket Parks/Greens

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Neighborhood Parks

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Linear Parks/Greenways

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Regional Parks

A

A

A

State or Federal Parks/Forests

A

A

A

Nature Preserves

A

A

A

Private Clubs/Parks/Golf Courses
Community Parks

A

A

A

Conserved Lands

A

A

A

A

A

A

Environmentally, Ecologically, or Culturally
Sensitive Lands & Waters

A

A

A

A

A

A

Agriculture

A

A

A

A

P = Primary Use

S = Secondary Use

T = Tertiary Use

A = Appropriate (for open space, parks and recreation, and agriculture only)

* = Appropriate in some locations
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Development Types/Building Types Matrix
Activity Corridor
Development Types

Activity Center Development Types
UCAC-3

UEAC-1

UEAC-2

AC-1

AC-2

AC-3

S

T

T

T

T

S

T

T

Multi-family Small

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

Multi-family Medium

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

RESIDENTIAL
Single-family Detached
Single-family Attached
Two-family (Duplex or Double)
Three-family

S

Multi-family Large

S

S

S

Multi-family High-rise

S

S

S

Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

UCAC-2

|

UCAC-1

LAND USE

Building Types/Land Uses

MIXED-USE
Multi-family Mixed-use Small

P

Multi-family Mixed-use Medium

P
P

Multi-family Mixed-use High-rise

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P*

CIVIC/INSTITUTIONAL
Civic/Institutional Small

S

T

S

T

S

S

T

S

Civic/Institutional Medium

S

T

S

T

S

S

T

S

Civic/Institutional Large

S

T

S

T

S

S

T

S

Multi-family Institutional (Dormitories & Barracks)

P = Primary Use

S = Secondary Use

T = Tertiary Use

A = Appropriate (for open space, parks and recreation, and agriculture only)

* = Appropriate in some locations
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Development Types/Building Types Matrix
Activity Corridor
Development Types

Activity Center Development Types
UCAC-3

UEAC-1

UEAC-2

AC-1

AC-2

AC-3

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

          Entertainment Medium

P

P

P

P

P

P

          Entertainment Large

T

P

T

P

T

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

          Hospitality Medium

P

P

P

P

P

P

          Hospitality Large

T

P

T

P

T

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

          Retail/Services Medium

P

P

P

P

P

P

          Retail/Services Large

T

P

T

P

T

P

BUSINESS/EMPLOYMENT
Commercial
          Entertainment Small

          Hospitality Small

P

          Retail/Services Small

P

          Retail/Services Extra Large

S

P

P

P
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UCAC-2

|

UCAC-1

LAND USE

Building Types/Land Uses

P

Office/Services
          Office/Services Small

P

P

P

P

P

          Office/Services Medium

P

P

P

          Office/Services Large

T

          Office/Services High-rise

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

T

P

P

P

P

Flex
          Flex Small

S

S

P

S

          Flex Medium

S

S

P

S

          Flex Large

S

P

S

          Flex Extra Large
P = Primary Use

S = Secondary Use

P
T = Tertiary Use

A = Appropriate (for open space, parks and recreation, and agriculture only)

* = Appropriate in some locations
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Development Types/Building Types Matrix
Activity Corridor
Development Types

Activity Center Development Types
UCAC-3

UEAC-1

UEAC-2

AC-1

AC-2

AC-3

Cemeteries & Mausoleums

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

Parking Structures

T

T

S

T

S

T

T

S

Parking Lots

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

S

Squares or Plazas

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Pocket Parks/Greens

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Neighborhood Parks

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Linear Parks/Greenways

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

UTILITY/MISCELLANEOUS
Animal Enclosures

Power Utilities
Water & Wastewater Treatment
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UCAC-2

|

UCAC-1

LAND USE

Building Types/Land Uses

OPEN SPACE/PARKS & RECREATION/AGRICULTURE

Private Clubs/Parks/Golf Courses
Community Parks
Regional Parks
State or Federal Parks/Forests
Nature Preserves
Conserved Lands
Environmentally, Ecologically, or Culturally Sensitive Lands & Waters
Agriculture
P = Primary Use

S = Secondary Use

T = Tertiary Use

A = Appropriate (for open space, parks and recreation, and agriculture only)

* = Appropriate in some locations
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Development Types/Building Types Matrix
Employment Center
Development Types
IND

TU

SA

C/I

CBA

ZOO

U/C

T/S

S

S

RESIDENTIAL
Single-family Detached
Single-family Attached

T

T

S

Two-family (Duplex or Double)

S

Three-family

S

Multi-family Small

T

Multi-family Medium

T

T

S

Multi-family Large

T

T

S

Multi-family High-rise

T

T

P
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FJ

|

EC

Special Area Development Types

LAND USE

Building Types/Land Uses

MIXED-USE
Multi-family Mixed-use Small
Multi-family Mixed-use Medium

S

P

Multi-family Mixed-use High-rise

S

P

CIVIC/INSTITUTIONAL
Civic/Institutional Small

S

P

S

P

P

Civic/Institutional Medium

S

P

S

P

P

Civic/Institutional Large

S

P

S

P

P

S

P

Multi-family Institutional (Dormitories & Barracks)

P = Primary Use

S = Secondary Use

T = Tertiary Use

S

A = Appropriate (for open space, parks and recreation, and agriculture only)

T

* = Appropriate in some locations
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Development Types/Building Types Matrix
Employment Center
Development Types

          Entertainment Small

T

          Entertainment Medium

TU

SA

C/I

CBA

ZOO

U/C

FJ

T

P

T

P

P

S

S

T

T

P

T

P

P

S

S

          Entertainment Large

T

T

P

T

P

P

S

S

          Hospitality Small

T

T

S

T

P

T

S

S

          Hospitality Medium

T

T

S

T

P

T

S

S

          Hospitality Large

T

T

S

T

P

T

S

S

          Retail/Services Small

T

T

S

T

P

T

S

S

          Retail/Services Medium

T

T

S

T

P

T

S

S

          Retail/Services Large

T

T

S

T

P

T

S

S

          Retail/Services Extra Large

T

T

S

P

T

S

S

T/S

BUSINESS/EMPLOYMENT
Commercial

Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

IND

|

EC

Special Area Development Types

LAND USE

Building Types/Land Uses

Office/Services
          Office/Services Small

S

S

P

P

T

S

S

          Office/Services Medium

P

P

S

S

P

P

T

S

S

          Office/Services Large

P

P

S

S

P

P

T

S

S

          Office/Services High-rise

P

P

P

P

T

S

S

Flex
          Flex Small

P

P

P

S

T

S

S

          Flex Medium

P

P

P

P

S

T

S

S

          Flex Large

P

P

P

S

S

T

S

S

          Flex Extra Large

P

P

P

S

S

T

S

S

P = Primary Use

S = Secondary Use

T = Tertiary Use

A = Appropriate (for open space, parks and recreation, and agriculture only)

* = Appropriate in some locations
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Development Types/Building Types Matrix

IND

TU

SA

C/I

CBA

ZOO

U/C

T/S

P

T

S

T

T

UTILITY/MISCELLANEOUS
Animal Enclosures

S

Cemeteries & Mausoleums

S

P

T

T

Parking Structures

S

T

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

Parking Lots

T

T

S

S

S

T

S

S

S

Power Utilities

S

P

S

T

T

T

Water & Wastewater Treatment

S

P

S

T

T

T

T
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FJ

|

EC

Special Area Development Types

LAND USE

Employment Center
Development Types

Building Types/Land Uses

OPEN SPACE/PARKS & RECREATION/AGRICULTURE
Squares or Plazas

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Pocket Parks/Greens

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

T

Neighborhood Parks

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

T

Linear Parks/Greenways

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

S

Private Clubs/Parks/Golf Courses

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Community Parks

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

S

Regional Parks

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

S

State or Federal Parks/Forests

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

P

Nature Preserves

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

P

Conserved Lands

A

A

A

A

P

Environmentally, Ecologically, or Culturally Sensitive Lands & Waters

A

A

A

A

P

Agriculture

A

A

A

A

P

P = Primary Use

S = Secondary Use

T = Tertiary Use

A

A = Appropriate (for open space, parks and recreation, and agriculture only)

* = Appropriate in some locations
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Building Types/Land Uses

LAND USE

DEVELOPING A GLOSSARY

|

Columbia has a historic building stock and exciting opportunities to
districts and neighborhoods of the City. An illustrated glossary of
typical building and land use types is included in this section, and
these examples are provided as indicators of what could be included
within a building type/land use category. This glossary is not an
exhaustive list of all that is possible in the City. A guiding principle of

Mixed-use

the Land Use Element highlights the importance of our architectural
and urban design history and legacy for the future.
Within the glossary that follows, building types/land uses are

Open
Spaces

organized into six basic functions (shown in the graphic to the right),
and an illustrative example is provided for both the urban core and
urban edge context.

Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

feature contemporary architecture and urban design in the many

Civic /
Institutional

Residential

Business /
Employment
Miscellaneous /
Utility

Building Types / Land Uses are organized into the six basic functions above.
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Building Types/Land Uses

LAND USE

RESIDENTIAL

Buildings designed and intended primarily as a place of residence or dwelling.
THREE-FAMILY
• Three distinct residential
units for three households
accommodated under one roof
and on one lot.
• Typically similar in appearance
and size to single-family
detached buildings in the same
block.

urban edge

urban core

TWO-FAMILY
(DUPLEX OR DOUBLE)
• Two distinct residential
units for two households
accommodated under one roof
and on one lot.
• Typically similar in appearance
and size to single-family
detached buildings in the same
block.
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SINGLE FAMILY ATTACHED
(TOWNHOUSES)
• Residential units for one
household are attached to two
or more units of similar design
or style, each with their own
lot with an individual exterior
entry.
• Range of sizes and styles
possible depending on context
and development types

|

SINGLE FAMILY DETACHED
• Residential type not attached
to other residential structures
in any way and designed to
accommodate one household.
• Range of sizes and styles
depending on the context and
development type.
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Building Types/Land Uses

LAND USE

RESIDENTIAL

Buildings designed and intended primarily as a place of residence or dwelling.
MULTI-FAMILY HIGH-RISE
• Single structures
accommodating housing units
for more than 20 households.
• No single building limit on
residential units per structure.
• Typically 6 or more stories.
• A variety of styles are possible,
however distinct architectural
character and style is strongly
encouraged.

urban edge

urban core

MULTI-FAMILY LARGE
• Single structures
accommodating housing units
for more than four households.
• Typically 2-4 stories but
may be up to 6 stories with
a maximum of 30 residential
units per structure.
• A variety of styles are possible,
however distinct architectural
character and style is strongly
encouraged.
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MULTI-FAMILY MEDIUM
• Single structures
accommodating housing units
for more than four households.
• Typically 2-4 stories, but
may be up to 6 stories with
a maximum of 12 residential
units per structure.
• A variety of styles are possible,
however distinct architectural
character and style is strongly
encouraged.

|

MULTI-FAMILY SMALL
• Single structures
accommodating housing units
for more than four households.
• Typically 2-4 stories with a
maximum of 8 residential units
per structure.
• A variety of styles are possible,
however distinct architectural
character and style is strongly
encouraged.
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Building Types/Land Uses

urban edge

urban core

MULTI-FAMILY MIXED-USE
HIGH-RISE
• Typically more than 6 stories
with commercial/office uses
on the street level and lower
floors.
• No maximum limit for
residential units and potentially
100,000 square feet or more
of commercial/office space.
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MULTI-FAMILY MIXED-USE
MEDIUM
• Typically 2-6 stories with
commercial/office uses on the
first floor or first two floors.
• Maximum of 20 residential
units and usually no more
than 26,000 square feet of
commercial space.

|

MULTI-FAMILY MIXED-USE
SMALL
• Typically 2-4 stories with
commercial/office uses on the
first floor.
• Maximum of 12 residential
units and usually no more
than 12,000 square feet of
commercial space.

A single structure accommodating four or more residential units and retail/service on a single lot.

LAND USE

MULTI-FAMILY MIXED-USE
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Building Types/Land Uses

MULTI-FAMILY
INSTITUTIONAL
(DORMITORIES/
BARRACKS)
• Multi-unit dwellings, designed
to temporarily house people
enrolled in institutional
programs.
• 1-6+ stories depending on the
campus.
• Appropriate in Universities/
Colleges and Fort Jackson
development types; may be
found in limited use in Civic &
Institutional or special areas.

urban edge

urban core

CIVIC/INSTITUTIONAL
LARGE
• Typically more than 40,000
square feet and 1-6+ stories.
• Moderate to intense parking
needs.
• Fit well in campuses or activity
centers.
• Places of worship,
administrative uses, libraries,
schools, classrooms, public
offices, recreational facilities,
community facilities, hospitals,
correctional detention facilities,
etc.
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CIVIC/INSTITUTIONAL
MEDIUM
• Typically 10,000-40,000
square feet and 1-3 stories.
• Light to moderate parking
needs.
• Fit well in community scale
development types or
campuses.
• Places of worship, post
offices, administrative uses,
schools, classrooms, public
offices, recreational facilities,
community facilities, etc.

|

CIVIC/INSTITUTIONAL
SMALL
• Typically under 10,000 square
feet and 1-2 stories.
• Fit well in neighborhood scale
development types.
• Limited parking needs.
• Places of worship, post offices,
administrative uses, libraries,
public offices, recreational
facilities, etc.

Buildings associated with the government or institutional business, administration, practice, service delivery, or
maintenance of public or semi-public capital facilities.

LAND USE

CIVIC/INSTITUTIONAL
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Building Types/Land Uses
Commercial buildings may include...
HOSPITALITY SMALL
• Hotels and their accessory
hospitality uses, including
salons, gyms, pools, and
restaurants.
• Typically have fewer than 10
guest rooms.
• Typically 2-6 stories in height.

urban edge

urban core

ENTERTAINMENT LARGE
• Designed to house businesses
offering spectator uses, either
passive or active.
• Typically over 40,000 square
feet and 1-3 stories.
• May require large amounts of
event or regular parking.
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ENTERTAINMENT MEDIUM
• Designed to house businesses
offering spectator uses, either
passive or active.
• Typically less than 40,000
square feet and 1-3 stories.
• May require large amounts of
event or regular parking.

|

ENTERTAINMENT SMALL
• Designed to house businesses
offering spectator uses, either
passive or active.
• Typically less than 20,000
square feet and 1-2 stories.
• May require significant parking
facilities.

LAND USE

BUSINESS/EMPLOYMENT
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Building Types/Land Uses
Commercial buildings may include...
RETAIL/SERVICES MEDIUM
• Buildings that house
commercial businesses of
either a retail (sale of goods)
or services (sale of services)
nature.
• May house several tenant
spaces.
• Typically between 10,00040,000 square feet and 1-5
stories depending on context.

urban edge

urban core

RETAIL/SERVICES SMALL
• Buildings that house
commercial businesses of
either a retail (sale of goods)
or services (sale of services)
nature.
• May house several tenant
spaces.
• Typically between 2,50010,000 square feet and 1-3
stories depending on context.
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HOSPITALITY LARGE
• Hotels and their accessory
hospitality uses, including
salons, gyms, pools, and
restaurants.
• Typically more than 20 guest
rooms.
• May be more than 6 stories in
height.

|

HOSPITALITY MEDIUM
• Hotels and their accessory
hospitality uses, including
salons, gyms, pools, and
restaurants.
• Typically 8-20 guest rooms.
• Typically 2-6 stories in height.

LAND USE

BUSINESS/EMPLOYMENT

459

urban edge

urban core
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RETAIL/SERVICES
EXTRA LARGE
• Buildings that house
commercial businesses of
either a retail (sale of goods)
or services (sale of services)
nature.
• May house several tenant
spaces.
• Typically more than 100,000
square feet.
• Typically 1 story and up to 5
stories in certain contexts.

|

RETAIL/SERVICES LARGE
• Buildings that house
commercial businesses of
either a retail (sale of goods)
or services (sale of services)
nature.
• May house several tenant
spaces.
• Typically between 40,000100,000 square feet and 1-5
stories depending on context.

Commercial buildings may include...

LAND USE

BUSINESS/EMPLOYMENT

06 |

Building Types/Land Uses
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Building Types/Land Uses
Office/services buildings may include...
OFFICE/SERVICES
HIGH-RISE
• Primarily occupied by offices
that may include ancillary
services for office workers,
such as restaurants, coffee
shops, and newspaper or candy
stands.
• Typically greater than 100,000
square feet of space.
• Over 6 stories.

urban edge

urban core

OFFICE/SERVICES LARGE
• Primarily occupied by offices
that may include ancillary
services for office workers,
such as restaurants, coffee
shops, and newspaper or candy
stands.
• Typically 40,000-100,000
square feet of space and 1-6
stories.
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OFFICE/SERVICES MEDIUM
• Primarily occupied by offices
that may include ancillary
services for office workers,
such as restaurants, coffee
shops, and newspaper or candy
stands.
• Typically 10,000-40,000
square feet of space and 1-6
stories.

|

OFFICE/SERVICES SMALL
• Primarily occupied by offices.
• Typically contains no more
than 10,000 square feet of
space and 1-4 stories.
• See also residential building
types for converted small
office uses.

LAND USE

BUSINESS/EMPLOYMENT
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Building Types/Land Uses
Flex buildings may include...
FLEX EXTRA LARGE
• Flexible building space which
can accommodate a number of
uses, including but not limited
to warehousing, storage,
manufacturing, research
and development, offices, or
recreation and entertainment
uses.
• Typically over 100,000 square
feet of generally unobstructed
space.
• Typically 1-6 stories.

urban edge

urban core

FLEX LARGE
• Flexible building space which
can accommodate a number of
uses, including but not limited
to warehousing, storage,
manufacturing, research
and development, offices, or
recreation and entertainment
uses.
• Typically 40,000-100,000
square feet of generally
unobstructed space.
• Typically 1-6 stories.
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FLEX MEDIUM
• Flexible building space which
can accommodate a number of
uses, including but not limited
to warehousing, storage,
manufacturing, research
and development, offices, or
recreation and entertainment
uses.
• Typically 10,000-40,000
square feet of generally
unobstructed space.
• Typically 1-6 stories.

|

FLEX SMALL
• Flexible building space which
can accommodate a number of
uses, including but not limited
to warehousing, storage,
manufacturing, research
and development, offices, or
recreation and entertainment
uses.
• Typically less than 10,000
square feet of generally
unobstructed space.
• Typically 1-2 stories.

LAND USE

BUSINESS/EMPLOYMENT
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Building Types/Land Uses

LAND USE

UTILITY/MISCELLANEOUS
PARKING LOTS
• Paved surfaces designed for
the temporary storage of
automobiles and found as
an accessory to buildings
on the same lot, or as
independent improvements
within development types
and operated publicly or
commercially for parking.

urban edge

urban core

PARKING STRUCTURES
• Freestanding or attached
structures designed to
accommodate parking on
multiple levels.
• May be public or privately
owned and commercially
operated.
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CEMETERIES &
MAUSOLEUMS
• Land and structures used
for the memorialization,
entombment, or burial of
human or animal remains.
• Structures for this purpose
are found exclusively within
cemeteries.
• Vary in style and scale.

|

ANIMAL ENCLOSURES
• Any structures designed to
house or contain and shelter
one or more animals from the
elements, including fenced or
walled runs, yards, or fields for
the same purpose.
• Typically found as one of many
structures within farms, zoos,
parks, or animal sanctuaries.
• Examples include but are not
limited to stables, aviaries, and
kennels.
• Varied in style and scale.
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LAND USE

UTILITY/MISCELLANEOUS

urban edge

urban core
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WATER & WASTEWATER
TREATMENT
• Buildings or structures
designed specifically for the
treatment and distribution of
potable water, stormwater,
or sanitary sewage.  These
include, but are not limited
to, treatment plants, ponds,
aeration fields, water towers,
and storage or pump stations.

|

POWER UTILITIES
• Buildings or structures
designed specifically for the
creation or distribution of
power, including any operative
structures or mechanics,
such as turbines, reactors, or
furnaces.

06 |

Building Types/Land Uses

iStock.com/tuachanwatthana
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Building Types/Land Uses

LAND USE

OPEN SPACE/PARKS & RECREATION/AGRICULTURE
LINEAR PARKS/
GREENWAYS
• Publicly or privately owned
areas developed for one or
more modes of recreational
travel to connect other
recreational facilities or
provide for appropriate access
to sensitive lands.
• May be in public rights-ofway, on public land, or held in
easement by a public or semipublic entity
• Sizes and service area varies

urban edge

urban core

NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS
• Owned and operated by local
government.
• Include limited recreation
facilities and landscaped
greens.
• Typically less than 10 acres in
size.
• Service area of half of a mile or
a 5 minute walk.
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POCKET PARKS/GREENS
• Public or private green spaces,
operated by a neighborhood or
homeowners’ association.
• May be found as an internal
island dividing local streets,
or within blocks of homes
providing gardens or
maintained lawns and plantings
within a neighborhood.
• Typically less than one acre.
• Service area of adjacent
properties or a 5 minute walk.

|

SQUARES OR PLAZAS
• Publicly or privately owned
urban open spaces.
• Found in public rights-of-way
or near important civic or
commercial buildings.
• Typically furnished with
plantings, benches, tables and
chairs for outdoor dining, and
water features.
• Typically less than one acre.
• Service area of adjacent
properties or a 5 minute walk.
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Building Types/Land Uses

LAND USE

OPEN SPACE/PARKS & RECREATION/AGRICULTURE
STATE OR FEDERAL
PARKS/FORESTS
• Large areas of forested or
preserved land managed by the
State of South Carolina or the
U.S. National Park Service.
• Typically include trails and
access to natural areas,
and may include structures
and interpretive exhibits or
museums relating to local
culture and resources.
• Usually several hundred acres
in size.

urban edge

urban core

REGIONAL PARKS
• Owned and operated by local
government.
• Include passive and active
recreation opportunities and
activities and natural features
not included in smaller parks.
• Typically 100-500 acres in
size.
• Service area in excess of 20
miles.
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COMMUNITY PARKS
• Owned and operated by local
government.
• Typically include passive and
active recreation opportunities
and specialty facilities, like
community centers or outdoor
theaters.
• Typically 10-100 acres in size.
• Service area of 3-5 miles.

|

PRIVATE CLUBS/PARKS/
GOLF COURSES
• Privately owned recreation
and open spaces operated
commercially and accessible to
members or paying guests.
• These include, but are not
limited to, golf courses,
country clubs, swim clubs, and
private/commercial equestrian
facilities.
• Size and service area varies.
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Building Types/Land Uses

LAND USE

OPEN SPACE/PARKS & RECREATION/AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURE
• Publicly or privately owned
areas utilized primarily for
agricultural practices, to
include the growing of plants,
forestry practices, and the
raising of livestock.
• Urban agricultural areas
should not include large-scale
livestock production.
• Agriculture does not include
slaughterhouses.
• Size varies.

urban edge

urban core

ENVIRONMENTALLY,
ECOLOGICALLY, OR
CULTURALLY SENSITIVE
LANDS & WATERS
• Publicly or privately owned
lands and watercourses which
provide important ecosystem
services or are home to
sensitive species or cultural
artifacts.  
• Size varies.
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CONSERVED LANDS
• Publicly or privately owned
lands that may be conserved
by easement or through
permanent ownership.
• Lands may or may not provide
access to the general public.
• Size varies.

|

NATURE PRESERVES
• Publicly or privately owned
undeveloped land reserved or
protected to provide natural
habitat for wildlife and plants,
and function in natural
processes as part of the urban
environment.
• May accommodate such uses
as hiking or non-motorized
boating.
• Can range in size from a few
acres to hundreds of acres.

iStock.com/Wilsilver77

iStock.com/zodebala
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Area & Neighborhood Plans
ANALYSIS OF EXISTING CONDITIONS
•

Market analysis

be addressed through land use planning alone, and for that

•

Inventory and assessment of public utilities and infrastructure

reason a series of area plans serves an important role in the City’s
comprehensive plan. As discussed earlier in this chapter, the City

capacity
•

has a number of neighborhood, small area, and corridor plans

Analysis of the urban design context, including architectural
features, streets and sidewalks, connectivity, and green spaces

which have been completed and adopted as addenda to the
comprehensive plan by City Council. These existing plans, as well as

PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS

future neighborhood, small area, and corridor plans, should further

•

the development recommendations of the Land Use Element

Examine and update future land use utilizing the development
types set forth in Columbia Compass.

by examining in greater detail the unique character, urban form,

•

Identify areas for protection & reinvestment

housing needs, and market of the different areas of the City.

•

Recommendations (if necessary) specific to urban design

•

Recommendations for capital improvements (infrastructure and
utilities)

PLANNING FRAMEWORK
Area plans should be completed in conformance with the City’s
comprehensive plan. Therefore, the plan recommendations
should address all of the elements of the comprehensive plan,
either in reference to Columbia Compass or through more
specific recommendations for the area. Once an area, corridor,
or neighborhood plan is adopted by City Council, the City should

Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

Housing & commercial property inventories and vacancies

|

•
There are certain opportunities and challenges which cannot

LAND USE

PLANNING FOR AREAS & NEIGHBORHOODS

IMPLEMENTATION WORK PLAN
•

Identify responsible parties (City departments, nonprofits, and
community stakeholders)

•

Identify a timeline for the execution of recommendations

•

Identify funding sources for action

•

Identify connections to other plan elements

update or amend all other elements of Columbia Compass to be
consistent with the recommendations of the new plan.

DEFINING STUDY AREAS

Each plan should include the following components:

Geographically, these plans should focus on connecting the areas

1.

Existing Conditions Analysis & Needs Assessments

of the City, and corridor plans for major and minor corridors should

2.

Visioning

be prepared to the mid-block in all area plans to ensure appropriate

3.

Plan Recommendations

transitions from the corridors to surrounding neighborhoods. Maps

4.

Implementation Work Program

delineating the recommended study areas of future neighborhood,
small area, and corridor plans are provided on the following pages.
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Recommended Area Plans

LAND USE
|
Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

Planning efforts for the recommended areas mapped above should be facilitated by the City of Columbia.
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Recommended Joint Area Plans

LAND USE
|
Columbia Compass: Envision 2036

Joint planning areas should be planned for in concert with other local governments that have jurisdiction in the area.
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